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Ihe purpose ox this thesis is to develop manpower selec-
tion models to improve the Navy's system of assigning
personnel tc the Signalman (Sli) and Radioman (RM) ratings.
four Eultivariate models using "success" ana "failure" as
criterion variables were developed. The criterion was
comprised of; months of total active federal military
service (lAFMSI) , achieved Z-4 (ACHVDE4) and recommended for
re-enlistment (E1IGRIUPJ . Predictor variables were derived
from personal biographical and aptitude data available at
enlistment.
Cf the models developed , one was designed for applica-
tion to the entire Signalman rating, another for the entire
Radiciai rating. The third model is for application tc the
white male segment of the Signalman rating; the fourth, to
the white male segment of the Radioman rating.
Additionally, the study highlights the link with current
seiecticc procedures and characteristics and tneir possible
effect cc manpower modeling.
The cohort used in the study entered the Navy in 1976,
1977 and 1S73. Results and recommendations for future
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I- iNlfiODOCTION
In 1976 it was estimated that ninety-one percent of
military recruits would obtain training in their occupa-
tional subspecialties resulting in 30,000 man-years of
trainees' time and ccst about two billion dollars [Eef. 1]-
Eue tc this high training cost, manpower planners in 1S76
and now in 19 84 have sought to identify "successful"
personnel for technical schools by using personal entry
characteristics. The Navy has specifically followed this
manpower policy but although its method of selecting
trainees has met training needs, it has not been successful
in predicting actual military job performance [Eef. 2]. The
desire tc predict get performance has evolved due tc the
need to set enlistment standards at appropriate levels, the
trend to apply "systems analysis" to all manpower levels in
the fcrm of modeling, the realization that potential cias
can exist in selecticn tests, and the need to validate these
tests with elements that reflect job benavior [Eef- 3]- If
entry level characteristics can be linked to specific Navy
ratings, then, theoretic ally, the individual will enjoy
greater success during his military enlistment and the Navy
will benefit in enhanced readiness by having personnel mere
accurately assigned tc joo ratings.
In keeping with the aforementioned theory, the purpose
of this thesis is to look at data available on two communi-
cations ratings, Signalman (SM) and Eadioraan (EM), to
develop and compare or contrast models which isolate
predictors cf job performance in these ratings. The models
will be developed through the use of statistical regression
and discriminant analysis on data collected both before and
during the enlistment. The development of better selection

procedures for these ratings is of value to the Navy because
loth ratings nave been subject to hi gn attrition rates for
t.ae first term. According to a 1981 attrition severity index
developed ir a Naval Postgraduate School tresis, SM's and
EM's are ranked at 7S and 8 1, respectively, on a scale where
1 represents the least severe attrition rate and 35 the aost
severe- While attrition may result as much from events
occurring after enlistment as from factors existing tefcre
enlistment, it is useful to control the latter if pcssirle
[Ref. 4], The models developed by this analysis may reveal
that additional personal variables exist which are statisti-
cally sound predictors of successful future performance; if
so, the Navy might add this information to the tody of
knowledge it uses in determining selection procedures.
10

II. THE NAVY SELECTION E10QZSS TODAY
A. PERSPECTIVES ON THE NAVY SELECTION PROCESS AND DATA
ANALYSIS
In approaching tie issue of enlistment standards for the
selection ox the Signalman and Radioman ratings, the authors
realized that analysis of observations of members of the
ratings could only ie useful in the context of the process
of selection itself. If one accepts that the purpose of the
data analysis is to attempt to create models which may yield
a better selection rate of successful individuals, then it
is important to knew not only how tne models may fit into
the selection process, but also what other factors are
affecting selection today. The necessity to put the rela-
tionship between the selection process and data analysis
into perspective resulted in a study or the selection liter-
ature to gain infomation on the selection process. It
became guickly apparent that the information was net to be
gleaned from the literature. Previous NPS theses, which
will be summarized in Chapter IV, provided much detailed
information on the execution of a data analysis of the
nature intended but little background on hew the results
would really fit into the actual selection process. It was
determined that an assessment of current selection
processes, at the recruiter and classifier levels, should be
done so that the authors and the reader could approach the
data analysis from an enlightened viewpoint. To this end,
the remainder of this chapter presents the selection process




E. JBE SELECTION PBCCES3 AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
Screening to see that individuals meet enlistment stan-
dards begins at the local level with an interview cv the
recruiter. An individual may be disqualified if the inter-
view reveals that he has shortcomings in any of the
following areas: character, health, age, law involvement,
legal dependent limits, education level, narcotics involve-
ment, guardian consent, or previous enlistment.
Disqualifying shortcomings might include, for example,
having been convicted of a felony or more tnan tnree misde-
meanors, having used hard drugs, or having an unacceptable
reeniistient code bassd on prior military service. It is
sometimes possible to get a waiver for certain
disgualifiers. This interview is known as a "blueprint."
If the "blueprint" shows that the individual is a
potentially acceptable recruit, he is given a practice test
consisting of samples of guestions from eacn test in the
ASVAB battery. Based on this sample, the recruiter computes
a preliminary AEQT percentile score which is expected to
correspond closely with what the person will score if he is
allowed to take the official ASVAB. The AEQT is computed by
adding the scores on selected portions of the ASVAB battery
to determine a raw score which is converted to the AEQT
percentile score.
This preliminary AEQT score is used with age and educa-
tion information to determine a preliminary SCREEN score.
SCREEN stands for "Success Cnances for Recruits Entering the
Navy" and projects the possibility of succeeding in the
fleet during the first year of enlistment. Examination of
the SCREEN Table I £ Ref . 5] will help the reader understand
the fcllcwing example. A nineteen-year-old with an AFQT of
60 would score 88 SCREEN points if he had a high school



































































*As defined in paragraph 1-T-7a.
All these are above the minimum SCREEN eligibility sc the
recruiter wcuid consider this person a potential recruit.
If this same person were to apply after he reached his twen-
tieth birthday, then his scores on SCREEN would be 84, 75,
and 67 respectively, assuming his AFQT had not changed.
Since 67 is below minimum eligibility, if this person had no
degree, he would net qualify for entrance into the Navy.
The recruiter would have to decide whether to give him the
official ASVAB (hoping he would do better than on the prac-
tice test and thus raise his AFQT) , whether to suggest that
he study for the AEVAB using one of the many commercial
study guides available, or whether to tell the individual
that he is not an acceptable applicant. It should be noted
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here that the components of SCREEN scores current! v in osc
are net the saa<E as the components for the SCREEN scores
found in the data base on which the analysis in this thesis
has teen conducted. Earlier SCREEN scores included marital
status and numbers of dependents as predictors.
Persons with acceptable preliminary SCREEN scores are
given the offical AS"VAB test, versions 8,9, and 10 cf which
are currently administered. They consist of the fclicwing
tests and range of scores:
GS- General Science: 22-67
M- Arithmetic Reasoning: 28-67
KK- fiord Knowledge: 2 0-62
EC- Paragraph Compre hersion: 25-o3
NC- Numerical Operations: 20-63
CS- Coding Speed^2U-75
AS- Auto and Shop Information: 24-65
ffK- Math Knowledge: 3 2-7
1
MC- Mechanical Comprehension:26-67
El- Electronics Information: 26-67
VE- Combination WK and PC:20-63
Answer sheets are scored at Military Entrance Processing
Stations (MEPS) and scores for ASVAB tests WK,PC,AR, and NO
are sect hack to recruiters who then use the formula "WK
PC + AE +1/2 NO" to compute raw scores. The raw scores are
translated into official AFQT percentiles and used to deter-
Eine official SCREEN scores. The AFQT is also used to
classify persons into mental groups as follows:
AIQT 93-100 = Category I
APQT 65-92 = Category II
AEC.T 49-64 = Category III-A
AIQT 31-48 = Category III-E
AEC.T 24-30 = Category IV-A
Nc category IV-E or V individuals are currently teing
accepted into Navy active duty programs. Individuals who
14

officially leet entrance r s-uirements are sent to the Navy
Recruiting District Headquarters for processing and
classifying, [fief. 6]
C. SEE SELECTION PROCESS WITHIN HIGH SCHOOLS
A2VAE Version 5 is administered in high schools to
students who desire tc take it. It is an older ion cf the
ASVAE which is now administered only in high schools tut'
which is still considered a valid predictor of Navy school
performance despite misnorming cioulcas associated with it.
ASVAE 5 consists of the following tests and range of scores:
GI- General Inf crmation: 20-oo
NO- Numerical derations: 20-69
AD- Attention tc Detail:20-80
KK- Word Kncwledge:23- 64
Afi- Arithmetic Reasoning: 23-65
SP- Space Perception: 2 0-66
£K- Math Knowledge:26-67




£1- Shop Information: 20-65
AI- Automotive Irforma tion: 26-67
Answer sheets fcr ASVAE 5 are also scored at MEPS and
recruiters add the WK, Afi, and SP scores to get a raw score
which is converted tc AEQT percent and used in determining
an official SCREEN score. Individuals are notified that
they can gualify for the military, and if they are inter-
ested, they are "blueprinted" as described earlier, High
school students who meet enlistment standards are also
processed and classified at the district level- ASVAB 5 is
of interest primarily because the testing scores in the data
base en which the analysis for this thesis was conducted
were generated from ASVABs 5, 6 and 7 £Ref. 7].
15

D- TEE SELECTION PECCESS AT IBS DISTRICT LEVEL
Individuals who have been selected for enlistment into
the Navy bring their a pp lication forms to the Navy
Recruiting District offices. Tney are given complete physi-
cals and participate in various processing activities,
finally, classifiers interview them and select them to enter
a Navy rating.
lie Navy classifier uses a job matrix wnich indicates
specific requirements for each rating in the Navy. He also
has the application form which each individual has filled
out, part of which includes a statement regarding individual
preferences. Also in his possession is the full battery of
ASVAB scores which he uses to determine tne ratings for
which each individual can qualify.
Pricr to the actual interview with the enlistee, the
classifier studies this information. He checks to see
whether or not the individual's scores qualify him rcr the
job in which he has indicated an interest.
If the individual is willing to accept a six year active
duty obligation, he may qualify for EM in the Advanced
Technical Eield and receive special training. Cutoff scores
for this program are the same for ail versions of tne ASVA3:
WK+NO+AD =149 and ilK +EI+GS =156 +AR, IOTAL=218.
The classifier also uses his pre-interview assessment
time to study a daily availability report which shews jobs
which must be filled immediately and projects future
requirements. It is his job to matcii the applicant's
ability and preferences with the current needs of the Navy.
Cnce he has assessed how the current requirements may match
the particular applicant, he meets witn the individual. If
tne individual is interested in leaving for boot canp imme-
diately, he may be slated to fill one of the top priority
slots on the daily availablility report. If the classifier
16

feels it is necessary, he fills oat a computer card indi-
cating tie applicant's scores and certain memo randuo notes
and places it into a computer programmed to optimally match
tne Navy's needs with the individual. Ihe program covers a
three month period and indicates scnool openings and Navy
needs for that timeframe. It may be programmed for further
projections in three month increments. If the individual is
interested in entering the Navy immediately, he must be
slated into a current opening unless a later opening is
tempting enougn to make him delay ais entry. If he desires
to wait, he may be slated into one of the openings indicated
by the computer. The classifier must be versatile enough to
assess the applicant's potential value to the Navy and match
it to all the factors affecting the situation. An individu-
al's classification depends very much on how the classifier
assesses the situaticn and on what &e chooses to offer to
the applicant. There is, therefore, an element of chance
which may play a large part in the matching of persons to
jobs. A person may want to become a Signalman, for example,
tut if there are no openings when ne is classified, he will
have tc choose one of the available alternative ratings for
which his total score of 104 qualifies him. He may thus
find himself a Disbursing Clerk instead of. a Signalman. It
is the jet of the classifier to match a person to what he,
the classifier, thinks is a good available job and to
convince the applicant that it will be a good job for him to
accept. It is important to emphasize that the classifier is
primarily concerned with meeting the needs of the Navy and
that he must classify a large number of people daily; this
process of matching applicants with jobs is thus often
accomplished more quickly than the applicant might prefer.
Cnce an agreement has been reached between applicant and
classiiier, a contract is prepared which guarantees him the
school that has teen agreed upon. Currently, almost
17

every ere entering the Navy is slated for school rather than
put into a general rating for on the jor training. If a
person fails the schcel, he is then reassigned to a general
ratine according to the needs of the Navy. £fief« 8]
1 - Signalman Rating
Since this thesis is focussed on the 3M and EM
ratings, the following cutoff information is of use:
Using ASVA3 5 a combination of WK and AE scores
egualling 104 will cualify an individual for any of the
following ratings: AK, AZ, CTC, DK, EA, IS, OS, PH, SK , SM.
Gsing ASVAB 8, 9, 10 a combination of VE and AH
scores egualling 104 will qualify an individual for tne same
ratings.
2. jad iom an Ratirjg
Usings AS7AE 5 a comrinatin of WK, NO, and AD
egualling 149 will qualify a person for Bin.
Csing ASVAB 8, 9, 10a combination of VE, NO, and CS
equalling 149 will qualify a person for Rtf.
18

III. JOB ANALYSIS AND NAVY OPPORTUNITIES
Although the Signalman and Radioman ratings are both
classified as Communications ratings, a study of job
descriptions reveals that they nave less in common than one
might expect. The Signalman is involved in operating visual
communications devices and deals primarily in ship to ship
communications and in navigation. The Radioman is more
diversified, dealing with electronic communications which
may he of technical nature. It is not unexpected, then, to
find that the Krceker and Rafacz £Ref . 9 ]. complexity scale
rates S'A's at 50 and RM's at 80 wnere tne median is 70 and
scores range from 10 to 99, 99 being tne most complex The
secticns which follow describe eacn rating in detail and
explain the sea-shore rotation and advancement timetables
currently being applied to each.
A. TEE SIGNALflAH RATIHG
The Signalman rating has few civilian joo equivalents,
those of quartermaster, harbor policeman, and small neat
operator. Persons entering the rating require no special
technical or scientific skills, but are expected to have a
capacity to learn, geed memories, ability to think and speak
clearly, and good vision and hearing. During the six week
Class "A" Technical School, the Signalman learns about basic
visual cemmuniction tools and perfects tnem. The job
consists of: sending and receiving formation maneuvering
and tactical signals; sending and receiving flashing lignt,
semaphore, and signal flag messages; standing visual commu-
nications watches; encoding and decoding messages; main-
taining signal equipment; operating voice radio equipment;
19

rendering honors to visiting dignitaries and passing vessels
and "dressing" the ship for special events [Ref. 10].
Individuals may enter the rating through on the job training
as well as "A" school.
The Signalman is subject to a sea-shore rotation cycle
cf five years sea and two years shore. fthiie ashore,
Signalnex cannot utilize the skills of their rating sc they
must he versatile encugh to perform as recruiters, instruc-
tors, company commanders, craftmasters, or security
personnel. Because Signalmen can utilize tneir skills only
at sea, the rating is not always open to women. There are
presently about fifty female Signalmen out of a community of
three thousand. Most of these are first-termers whe are
working aboard tenders which are among the few ships ufon
which wciien can serve.
Currently the Signalman is expected to advance to
paygrade Z-4 by the end of two years service and to E-5 by
the end of three to three-and-one-half years service.
Further advancement is more difficult and defends heavily on
turnover within the rating. Detailers indicate that under
present conditiens Signalmen should advance to Z-6 at
between five and seven years service and to E- 7 at between
thirteen and fifteen years service. Signalmen currently are
eligible for Selective Reen listment 3onuses. [Ref. 11]
B. TEE RADIOMAN RATING
The Radioman rating has numerous related civilian jebs
including radio and radiotelephone operator, telegrapher-
teletype-writer operator, radio dispatcher, Morse Code radio
operator, radio message router, radio mechanic, and tele-
typewriter repairman. In addition to the learning and
speaking skills required of the Signalman, the Radioman must
have demonstrated aptitude for learning radio code and have
20

manual dexterity and an orientation towards tools, ecjipcEi
and machines.
Eurirg the fourteen week Class "A" technical scncol, the
Radicman learns basic skills such as communications equip-
ment operations, typewriting, International ;-iorse Code,
radio-telephone and radio-teletype communicating, tasic
electricity, electronics and communications equipment
circuitry, maintenance or communications equipment and
testing ccmmunica ticns equipment. The Radioman's joo
includes: transmitting, receiving, routing, and logging
radio messages; observing applicable security regulations;
advising en capabilities or condition or radio equipment;
operating, repairing, and maintaining radio equipment;
rigging emergency radio receiving and transmitting antennas;
maintaining message center files; and operating and
coordinating communications systems. [Ref. 12]
Sea-shore rotaticn for Radiomen varies depending on the
sex and paygrade of the individual- Over the course or a
career, males spend between thirty-six to forty-five months
en each sea tour followed ry between twenty-four and
thirty-six months ashore. For E-4 and below, sea tours
average forty-five menths while shore tours average only
twenty-four months. limited numbers of females serve anoard
tenders, but overseas duty at communications stations also
qualifies as sea duty. Females serve an average of
thirty-six months overseas followed bj a shore tour in the
continental United States. Shore tour time limits parallel
those for men. Unlike Signalmen, Radiomen's shore duty dees
allow them to utilize specific rating skills; this is cne
reason why this rating is open to women.
Currently the Radioman is expected to advance to the
rate 1-4 within two years of service, to E-5 by the end of
the first fcur year enlistment, to E-6 by year eight, to 1-1
ty year twelve, to E-6 by year eighteen, and to E-9 by year
21

twenty-t*o. Radiomen currently qualify for Selective
Ree n list men t Bonuses. £ Bef . 13]
The Radioman rating has recently been included in the
Advanced lechnicai Field. Individuals willing to accept a
six year active duty obligation and wno have the necessary
A5VAE scores can qualify for this aore technical curriculum.
5SVAE requirements are: WK + NO + AD = 149; ilK £1 + GS =
156 + AE, lotal= 2 18. The data in tne data base en which
this aralysis was ccrducted predates the offering cf this




A. BFVIIW CF DOCUMENTS EXCIUSI7E OF NPS THESES
In a study by Piag [Bef. 15] to identify perscr.al cnar-
acteristics predictive of military success, male er.listees
at Naval training centers at Great Lakes and San Eiego
enterirg in May, 1960, and August,, 1960, were followed
during their first fcur-year enlistments. Effective individ-
uals were those who completed the term of enlistment and
were recc in trended for reeniistment ; ineffective persons were
those whc separated early from the Navy and were not recom-
mended fcr reenlist irient. Those discnarged due to medical
reasons or who died during the period were screened froa the
data base. The existence of Naval Reserve enlistees, who
are required to serve two years of military service resulted
in a decline in numbers in the data base over the various
stages of the study. Thus, final screens yielded 1776
enlistees in the validation sample. The study itself was
divided into four stages: 1) pre-enlistment 2) second week
cf recruit training 3) final (ninth) week of recruit
training 4) two years of active duty. Stage 1 utilized 14
predictor variables (personal characteristics and AFQI) ;
stage 2 used stage 1 variables plus four Navy classification
latterj scores and a rating derived from a psychiatric
screening exam; stage 3 used stage 2 variables plus four
variables based on school performance; stage 4 used stage 3
variables tlus four measures based on division officer
ratings, disciplinary record or commendation record,
paygrade at the end of two years and average semi-annual
marks. Results demonstrated that 75.3 percent of validation
samples in stages 1 and 2 were effective sailors. Stage 3
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reflected a 77.5 percentage; stage 4, 36.1 percent. The
cross-validation saapie yielded similar results. right
variables from the criminal 14 in stage 1 were deleted due
to licks tc the criterion. Ail other predictor variables
remained in the study. Product-moment correlations demon-
strated that sta:e 3/ final wee* of recruit training, did
not differ greatly from effectiveness predictions in stage
1, pre-erlistment.
A study by Sands [fief. 16] developed a PCE1-2
(prediction of enlisted tenure - 2 years) model designed to
re used by recruiters to estimate tne survival probability
for the first two years of military service. Predictors
utiii2ed were: aptitude test score, number of years of
school completed, age at active duty base date and number of
primary dependents. The data case consisted of all ncnprior
service enlisted males with an active duty base date in CY
1973. Completed data was compiled in June 1975 for a 2-year
median length of service criterion. The original data base
was then split into three groups; survivors, losses and
indeterminates which resulted in a survival criterion of 72
percent and a less of 28 percent of a 68,616 sample size,
fiesuits demonstrated that survival rate increases as educa-
tion increases. Survival increased as mental group category
increased except for the two lowest groups. This may be
explained by the small proportion of group IV personnel (3
percent) compared tc the large numbers in group Ill-lower
(30 per cent). Other results showed that persons enlisting
at age 16+ have a higher rate of survival than individuals
enlisting at age 17 and those with no dependents were mere
likely to survive than individuals with one or more
dependents.
In a study by Lockman [fief. 17], SCREEN (Success Chances
for fiecruits Entering the Navy) , a method of predicting the
probability of first year completion of military service
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rased oi3 education, mental group, age, race and, dependent
status, was validated by a new conort or recruits. Ihe
initial study, which developed SCREEN, utilized 67,000 ncn-
prior service males who entered the regular Navy in CY 1973.
iockmar's validation applied the SCHEEN prediction model to
CY 1S74 recruits and extended data analysis through two
years of service for the original CY 1973 cohort. findings
showed that the probability of completion of the first year
of service for high school graduates and upper mental groups
were approximately the same for both CY groups; however,
SCREEN chances for these with the least eaucation and mental
group were overestimated. For successful completion cf two
years oz service, nigr. sencol graduaces enjoyed a nigner
success rate than non-graduates and 3ED high school eguiva-
lencies. further, high school graduates of below average
mental ability experienced higher SCREEN chances of success
than non-graduates of above average mental ability for both
Caucasian and non-Caucasian groups. Although those with GED
high school eguivalencies had a higner SCREEN rate than
graduates, their success chances were higher than non-
graduates. Results also showed tnat the attrition rate for
Don- graduates is twice tnat for graduates for both racial
groupings.
Icckman summarized an extensive body of work that was
conducted during the 1973-1974 timeframe in his Improved
5^c^£i^JJJS for Enlisted Attrition Management £Ref. 18]- The
enlisted tracking study initially devised a new methed of
screening Navy applicants. Following an initial observation
of results of the CY 1973 recruit conort on SCREEN, and
validation using the CY 1974 recruit cohort, the Navy
formally adopted SCREEN in October, 1976. Even though the
Navy had accepted SCREEN for use in its selection process,
work continued to improve the SCREEN tables which resulted
in a revision of the first year SCREEN table. Analysis was
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also directed to the optimal SCREEN qualifying score to
ffinimize screening errors- The qualifying score used by the
Navy en the original SCREEN was 72; the qualifying score
used by the Navy at the publication of Lockaaa's study was a
first year SCREEN (revised) of less than 70. A cost-benefit
analysis was performed on the feasibility of using nc SCREEN
and using SCREEN with a qualifying score of 70. Results
showed that attrition costs could be reduced by about $3
ttillicn with no increase in recruiting costs. A revision of
SCREZK was necessary to distinguish between educational and
age levels. The Navv was losing too many men with less than
11 years of education and younger 1 7-year-oids. A review of
the CY 1S73 cohort reflected a five percent greater survival
rate for men with 11 years of education over less educated
men and elder 17-year-olds had a ten percent survival rate
in the first year than younger 17-year-olds. With the
various levels of these variables identified, results showed
that recruits with dependents had a lower success chance
than under the original SCREEN. Education and mental grcup
continued tc be important variables, but age also emerged as
an iaportant variable. Revised SCREEN was placed into
effect 1 October 1977. Further analysis in lockman's study
included development of two ana three year SCREENS to
compare to the one-year SCREEN. Initial variables included
age, number of dependents, years of education, race and term
of enlistment. for the three-year SCREEN, race did not
imprcve the prediction when education was split into levels,
and term of enlistment correlated so highly to education and
mental group that it was not useful in predicting survival.
Eoth race and term of enlistment were deleted. A comparison
cf ere, two and three- year SCREENS demonstrated that
prediction of survival was linked to the same background
variables with few differences. Each SCREEN was applied to
the CY 1973 cohort to determine percentages and
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characteristics selected and rejected. Ihe two- and three-
year SCREENS were identical in results and either one when
substituted for the cne-year SCREEN would select the same
number cf applicants, but would screen out more 17-year-olds
with lower survival rates aiter one year of service.
Validation of the Armed Services Vocational Battery
(ASVAE) , forms 6 and 7, was the focus of a study by Swanson
[fief. 19] in 1979- Ihe ASVAE had been used for military
service entry selection and and for selection of Naval
personnel to schools since the introduction of ASVAE in
1976- Ihe validation process had been begun but net en an
extensive basis. Swanson sought to utilize a data base
which represented a variety of Navy schools, to evaluate the
composites for used for entry selection to tnese schools,
and tc develop more valid composites for schools if neces-
sary- Criterion was either final school grades {FSG) for
schools that used this measure and time in training (LAYS)
for courses of self-iaced instruction. Predictor variables
were scores on 12 composite subtests of the ASVAB in addi-
tion tc scores for 6S composites, obtained by summing scores
cf twe or mere subtests. For example, AFQT, which is used
by all services to assess eligibility for enlistment, is
obtained by adding scores on ASVAB word Knowledge,
Arithmetic Reasoning and Space Perception and converting
this raw score to a percentile. 2 1 other composites are
used by the services in personnel selection to service
schools; the other 47 composites in the study were experi-
mental. Conclusions cf Swanson 1 s study were that 1) FSG was
a more predictable criterion than days, 2) ASVA3 composite
validities against an FSG criterion are close to those
reported in earlier studies, 3) ASVAB composite validities
against IAYS indicate some composites are much lower tnan
they should be, and 4) numerous 2, 3, and 4 test sets of
ASVAB composites with similar validities demonstrate
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differences do not exist in validity among ASVAB tests. The
study proposed changes in the selector composites for ten
Navy schools, none of which included the Signalman (SM) or
Eadicnari (E^) ratings. These recommended changes were
accepted and placed in effect fcy the Uavy.
A stud]/ by Lurie [ Ref . 20] addressed inclusion cf a
measure cf job performance as criterion to predict surviv-
ability cf recruits rather than continue using first term of
enlistment as criterion and current Navy enlistment stan-
dards as predictors. Thus, advancement and term of enlist-
ment were criteria and AFQT score, age, primary dependents,
and years of education were predictors for an analysis of
two Navy ratings: Ship 7 s Serviceman iS'd) and Electronics
Technician (EIN) . The data base consisted of the CY 1973
recruit cohort of ncn- prior-service males which had been
up-dated to the end cf 1977. This study was not an attempt
to determine the best measure of performance, as many
criteria cculd be applied, but rather to offer a seiri-
Markov model to predict probabilities of advancement and
survival. There were four different recruit combinations
for each rating for which survival probabilities were deter-
ffined. These groups for the SH rating were : high school
graduate, AFQT = 20; high school graduate, AFQT = 50. ETNs
were split similarly except AFQT scores were analyzed for 70
and 90. Ail recruits were single and 19 years old.
Recruits were also broken down by paygrade (up to E-5) and
term cf enlistment (3, 4 or 6). For the Ship's Serviceman
with a high school degree, a recruit's AFQT has a slight
effect on advancement probabilities. For the same recruit
with a term of enlistnent of 1 year and an AFQT score of 50,
he has a 4 percent tetter chance of becoming an E-3 than a
recruit with an AFQT score of 20- This occurs also at
advancement to E-4 after three years but there are no
differences between the group combinations at advancement to
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1-5. Even the detected differences can be explained by the
higher attrition rates for individuals with lower AFQT
scores. for ncn-hjgh schcci graduates in the SH rating,
recruits with lower AFQT scores fare Letter than non-
graduates with higher scores. Attrition rates were tne same
for both AFQT = 20 and AFQT = 50 for non-graduates.
Advancement occurs more ^uickly to E-5 and E-4 rcr these
with lewer scores. lor example, a recruit has a 65 percent
chance of attaining 1-3 if he is a non-graduate and has an
AFQT sccre of 20; if, however, he has an AFQT sccre cf 50,
his chances are only 54 percent of becoming an E-3. Also,
high schcci non graduate recruits with higher scores have a
greater chance of being reduced from 2-2 to Z-1, which may
reflect dissatisfaction witn being assigned to the Ship's
Serviceman rating. Ihis would indicate a need for enlist-
ment star.dards (such as AFQT) to letter place these individ-
uals in more suitable ratings. There were no significant
differences to report concerning the ETN rating. The autnor
f
commended that this analysis be extended to other ratings
d that ASVAB test scores be utilized as predictors in
guaiif icaticn of recruits.
A recent study ( 1S83) by Baker [Ref. 21] reported on the
research and develc^ment efforts in the Navy Personnel
Accessioning System (NPAS) project. Project funding ended
in FY 1S81 but the need for the concept still exists and
Eaker*s study provides results of a needs assessment in
areas covered by NPAS. The objectives of NPAS were to:
"(1) serve as a data base management and labor-saving device
for the Navy Recruiting Command, (2) assign recruits opti-
mally to Navy jobs and reserve training school seats, (3)
provide individualized career information with fewer support
personnel, and (4) ensure improved person-job placement."
The central problem addressed in this study was that present
methods cf accession do not adequately screen and assign
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per scnnel, cause recruiters to have too much administrative
work, and allow limited vocational counseling. The objec-
tive cf the analysis was to determine the need for a Navy
perscn-job matching (PJM) system. The analyst approached
the problem by reviewing all available literature on selec-
tion, vocational guidance and assignment; interviewing Navy
recruiting personnel; developing a structured interview and
using it en Navy recruits at Great Lakes and Orlando; and
developing a recruit experience questionnaire (EEC) and
surveying recruits at Great lakes and Orlando. Findings of
the study were that recruits are screened by a series of
tests: the Enlistment Screening Test (EST) , the Nuclear
field Qualifying Test (NFQT), the Defense Agency Language
Battery (DIAB) , and the Armed Forces Qualification Test
(AFQ1) Composite derived frcm the Armed Services Vocation
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) . EST is a test given to a prospect
who has been interviewed by the recruiter and determined to
be eligible to enlist (no police record) . The EST consists
of fcrms 5 and 6 and is administered to the individual
unless he already has taken and obtained adeguate scores on
the ASVAE- About £5 percent of all prospective enlistees
take the EST, which is used as a predictor for performance
on the ASVAB- Also required for enlistment is a passing
score on the AFQT. Although EST correlates highly with AFQT
and predicts guite accurately whether a person will pass the
AFQT, it dees have some drawbacks. Ihe most striking of
these disadvantages is that EST was developed by the Air
Force in 1S76 to screen out all who scored below the 3 1st
percentile. The Navy often accepts examinees who score at
the 25th percentile. In 1976, EST detected 31-34 percent of
individuals who failed the AFQT and erroneously rejected 4
to 6 percent. Additional findings were that vocational
counseling is unsystematic or does not exist in Navy
recruiting. Assignment is based on classification and
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assignment within PRICE (CLASP) which does not allow appli-
cants tc knew jot availability until they are total!} within
the enlistment stage. Conclusions of tne study were:
improved screening methods are needed to cut costs and
increase effect! veness, vocational guidance is required at
the recruiting commands for proper placement of prospects,
assignment prediction would aid in job searcn, and a
screening system based on vocational counseling could be
designed and developed. The study recommended that a
microcomputer-based system for personnel accessions be
tested at a Navy Recruiting District. Some functions ct the
system would be: 1) an adaptive test to replace ESI, 2) a
computerized vocational guidance system, 3; an interest
inventory designed for Navy applicants, 4) an assignment-
prediction system, 5) a job-preview capability, 6) videodisc
capabilities management support and word processing.
E. REVIEW CE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL THESES
Nesbitt*s analysis of selection standards for Ship's
Serviceman (SH), Perscnnelman (PN) , and Aviation Technician
(AT) ratings developed a "goodguy "-"badguy" approach. A
global criterion of total length of service in months was
applied to the data set. Secondary criteria split the data
set into three groups. Category I were personnel who did
not complete four years of service, wno nad been discharged
for negative reasons and had tad records; Category II was
comprised of those who did net complete four years of
service, had demotions or were not recommended for reenlist-
ment regardless of length of service; all others were placed
in Category III. Predictor variables were: age at entry,
marital status, highest educational level achieved, number
cf dependents, various ASVAB subtest scores, groupings based
on AFCT scores, entry paygrade, and SCREEN score. Through
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an extensive literature search and subsequent stepwise
regression, discrimination analysis and cross- validation,
Nesbitt provided a breakdown en race, sex, and 30b
complexity- A job complexity study applies a scale to all
rating from a least complex rating ox 10 to a most complex
rating of 99- Nesbitt's ratings appeared as;
SS = 40, EN = 67, AT = 95.
£Bef. 221
Nesbitt's findings showed tnat entry age, education
level and ASVAS tests were significant predictors of
performance. Entry age was not a uniformly significant
predictor but the relationship between age and criterion was
always positive. Education level was also selected and
tended tc be positive in low complexity ratings and negative
in higher complexity ratings. Nesbitt also found that
whites in each rating performed better on ability tests than
the other racial groups. Unites, however, also enter the
military at a younger age and have the lowest educational
level of all groups with the fewest married personnel in
their ranks. He fcund that white women have performances
very similar to men with the same predictor and criterion
variables except that they have shorter length of service.
[Ref. 22:
In a thesis by Eond on enlistment standards for the
[Ref- 23] electronics technician (ET) rating, an El cohort
cf 63S0 enlistees was split into three groups for analysis.
These groups were Nuclear Field ET (ETNF) both surface and
subsurface, Advanced Electronic Field ET (Conventional
Surf acej (ETAEF) , and ether enlistees (ETOTH) , which included
ETs in Strategic Weapons Systems, Submariner (Navigation)
and Submariner (Electronics Warfare). The initial criterion
applied to each data base was time to E-4. Predictors were:
WAIVEE, months in delayed entry pool (MNTHSDEP) , converted
highest year of education (CHYEC) , ENTRYAGE, entry paygrade
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(ENTEEAYG), marital status (HE IS TAT 1) , dependents (DEFEND),
and all ASVA5 subtests. Bond experienced difficulty with
the criterion when applied to the NF cohort because EliiFs
are automatically promoted to E-4 following formal training;
thus, achieving 2-5 would be a better criterion of success
for the E1NF that months to E-4. Since data did not exist on
number of days to E-5 or advancement to E-5, this strategy
was dropped. Also, the author realized that advancing to
E-5 without benefit cf formal training after entering as an
E-1 is not on a comparison level with making E-5.
Therefore, criterion for the ETNF conort was successful
achievement of a nuclear qualified NEC code- Those who met
this criterion were called Category 1 and termed successful
in the SAS stepwise discriminant analysis procedure (PEOC
STEPEISC) . Those who were dropped from the NF training
pipeline comprised category 2 and those with negative
military performance variables were included in Category 3.
Counter-intuitively, Category 1 did not nave the best
values of the three categories. In fact, in most cf the
ASVAE subtest values, Category 3 had higher values than
Category 2. Following analysis of the categories, variables
for the entire ET group were entered into a regression model
to yield significant variables ME1STAT1, EflTEYAGE., WAIVES,
MONTHSEEf, ENTRPAYG, ASVABAI, ASVABAD. Variables confirmed
by the regression were then processed througn the discrimi-
nant analysis procedure and resulted in a 59.85 percent hit
rate for the calibration sample and a 58.1 percent hit rate
for Categories 1 and 2. The inclusion of Category 3 in the
model resulted in a 42.8 percent hit rate of personnel
placed in Category 1, which represents a miss rate. Further
analysis resulted in a change of the criterion to advance-
ment to E-4 within ore year. Results showed Category 1 to
have mere favorable means in all areas following the step-
wise discriflinant analysis procedure. Selected significant
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variables aere introduced into the regression procedure and
into discriminant analysis. The final model selected for
Category 2 was MNTHSEEP, DEPEND, ENT.RYAGE, WAIVES, and
ASVAEAI- Final results were less acceptable for Category
1 prediction than the first discriminant analysis model, tut
this second model was better for Category 2 with hit rates
of 67.36 percent and 32.64 percent. On the test sairple,
rates were 68.89 percent and 31.11 percent, respectively.
Eata analysis of the AEfEl cohort was approached in the
same method as for the Nuclear Field EI. The criterion
applied to this cohort was achievement of the Advanced
Electronics Field NIC. Designated AEFETs were split into
two groups: tnose who obtained their NSC (Category 1) and
those who did not obtain an AEF NEC Category 2). Class
means for all categories were obtained and a stepwise
discrinirant analysis performed on variables to ^ield
DEPEND, ASVABEI, MNTHSDEP, ENTEYAGS and ASVABSI. Regression
results showed DEPENE to be the most significant variable.
Cther significant variables were: ASVABEI, MNTHSDEP,
ASVABNC, ENTRYAGE and ASVAESI. The discriminant procedure
yielded a hit rate cf 55. 2 percent for Category 1 and a
60. 14 hit rate for Category 2. Random test results were
less for Category 1 and 63.38 percent for Category 2.
ASVAESI was dropped since the SI test is no longer giver, to
result in slightly iijroved hit rates.
Group 3 analysis was conducted cy separation of the
cohort into four categories: (1) nuclear qualified, (2)
conventional ETs, (3) participants in the E-4 advancement
examiration, and (4) those with negative performance traits.
Class means were aralyzed and and stepwise discriminant
analysis performed tc yield MRTSTAT1, MNTHSDEP, ASVAEMK,
ENTRYAGE and WAIVER as significant variables. The R 2 was
-082 1, the highest of all regressions performed it the
study- The hit rates were 62.29 percent and 61.36 percent
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for Categories 1 and 2, respectively. The random sample
showed a hit rate 01 57.64 percent for category 1 aid 61-11
percent for Category 2.
In all cases, the models developed by 3ond are primarily
rest at predicting failure. Additionally, Bond's detaiied
report of his analysis reflects the difficulty in selecting
the procer critericr in attempts to obtain significant
results. This problem recurs throughout WPS theses dene on
enlistment standards.
A study by Snyder and Bergazzi on enlistment standards
for Bciler Technicians (Bl) and non-nuclear designated
Machinists Mates (ME) split each rating population into
sucessful 3T and successful MM groups by using the criteria
"time to advancement" and "recommended or not recommended
for reenlistment. " The authors conducted a series of
criterion breakdowns to define "success", employed stepwise
analysis to obtain predictor variables from twelve initial
predictor variables for BT and MM, and utilized discriminant
analysis and cross-validation to determine accuracy of
results-
Snyder and Bergazzi found that defining "success" is
time-consuming and difficult and requires further study for
uniform Navy-wide application. Predictor variables for
successful BT's were: highest year of education, ASVABKK,
ASVABSC, entryage, ASVA3MC, and ASVABMK. For successful
Mil's, predictor variables were: highest year of education,
ASVABNC, ASVABWK, ASVABMK, ASVABMC, ASVABGI, and entry age.
The analytical discriminant functions failed to yield
improved accuracy over the method of selecting predictor
variables employed by the Navy during the time when the data
was ccllected. Snyder and Bergazzi concluded that highest
year ci eduction is important in predicting "success" of
ET f s and MM»s; the higher the education level, the greater
likelihood cf "success". They recommended use of the entire
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spectrum of ASVAS subtests rather than just shop or mathe-
matical knowledge subtests used by Navy recruiters when the
data was collected. [Ref. 24]
In a thesis ty Wardlaw, the Operations Specialist (CS)
rating was divided into three groups: successful, unsuc-
cessful, and average performers. The criteria of "achieved
paygrade Z-H or above in less than four years service" and
"recommended for reerlistment" were applied to a data base
cf male recruits with "length of service less than cr equal
to six years" to yield the successful performance group,
Category I. The unsuccessful performance group, Category
II, used criteria of "failed to attain ^etty officer rank"
and "not recommended for re-enlistment". All otners reli
into the average performance group. A random sampling was
pulled from Categories I and II which became the data set
for a stepwise regression. Sixteen variables were selected
for Categories I and II, and of taese, regression identified
eight predictor variarles (marital status, ASVA3GI, ASVA3MK,
ASVAEEI, ASVABMC, ASVABAR, ASVABKK, and converted years of
highest education.) Eiscriminant analysis was performed and
results demonstrated that Wardlaw*s model improved selection
of OS's by 6.3 percent in Category I and 17.8 percent in
Category II. A discriminant analysis on Category III
personnel showed that the numbers of Category III personnel
were equally distributed between Categories I and II,
signalling that other determining fators not present in the
analysis are important in determining success or failure for
this group. [Ref- 25^
In a study of enlistment standards for Aviation
Structural Mechanics (AM), Whitmire and Deitchman split the
AM population into two sets, one group who entered the Navy
as AM*s and the ether group who converted to the AM rating.
Two separate models were developed for each group. Whitmire
and Deitchman next initiated their study with three criteria
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measures ana nineteen predictor variables for each data set.
"Success" criteria were; completion of term of enlistment,
achievement of paygrade E-4, and recommendation for
re-enlistment. "Failure" criteria were: failure to achieve
the "success" criteria. Predictor variables were: AFQT
percentile, entry ace, highest year of education, marital
status, numcer of dependents, sex, term of enlistment, and
eleven ASVAE subscores.
fiesults of the study show that six predictor variables
were identified from the regressions ror Model 1, the
initial AM group. These variables were: term of enlistment,
marital status, ASVAEGS, converted highest year of educa-
tion, ASVABNO, and ASVA3AI. Predictor variables for
converted AM*s were: term of enlistment, converted highest
year ci education, AFQT percentile, ASVABMK, and marital
status. Further results show that the sucgroup of personnel
who began their enlistment as AM's enjoyed a 9.43 percent
improvement rate in successful selection of personnel than
the model employed by the Navy at the time of the recruit-
ment of the individuals for whom data was available in the
data rase. The group comprised of personnel who transferred
to the AM rating did not show an improvement over the Navy's
selection methods. The authors concluded tnat the
predictor "term of enlistment" displayed intuitive results
when correlated with six of the predictor variables chosen
in the regression process; that is, there was a negative
correlation. The more able individuals would enlist for a
shorter period of time to re-enter the job market sooner
with newly- acquired, saleable skills. It is not evident,
however, that Whitmire and Deitchman excluded 3X6/4X6
reservists from their sample. Such a failure to exclude
could exert a major impact on their findings. 3x6 refers
to six years total service, three years active duty, three
years reserve time. 4 x 6 refers to six years total
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service, icur years active duty, two years reserve duty.
[Bef- 26:
Sandel and Gleason, in their work on Aviation
Antisubmarine Warfare Operator (AW) and Aviation
Antisubmarine Warfare Technician (AX) enlistment standards,
developed a multivariate model using "success" and "failure"
as criterion variables. Two subset data bases were devel-
oped for each rating; one data set developed predictor
models and the second validated the model. Two separate
models were created fcr each rating, each of wnich initially
contained eighteen predictor variables and three criterion
variarles.
Per the AX iiodel, the stepwise regression identified
four significant predictor variables: term of enlistment,
SCREEN, ASVABNO, and ASVABGI. Sandel and Gleason deleted
term of enlistment due to the fact that 187 of the 257
observations had initial enlistments for six years and were
given automatic advancement to E-4 upon completion of Class
"A" School. After deletion of term of enlistment, stepwise
regression identified SCREEN,, ASVABGI, entry paygrade and
ASVAENC as four significant predictor variables. For the AW
model, stepwise regression identified six predictor vari-
ables: term of enlistment, SCREEN, ASVAEAR, ASVAESP,
ASVAESI, and ASVABGS. Term of enlistment was again deleted
and stepwise repeated to yield SCRLEU , ASVABAR, ASVAEMK, and
entry pavgrade as predictor variables. Also, it is not
evident that Sandel and Gleason excluded so-called 3x6/4
x 6 reservists from their sample. Such a failure to
exclude could exert a major impact on their findings.
Subseguent discriminant analysis and cross-validation on
each cf the predictcr sets withou term of enlistraert among
the predictor variables resulted in a 4% increase over the
Navy's assignment process for the AX rating and a .5%
increase fcr the AW rating. The autnors recommend further
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study in the areas ox casz and ati.j-i.ty or correct rejections
and wrong rejections or personnel entering the AX and AW
ratings. [ Kef . 27
]
leverette, in a study of enlisted performance prediction
models fcr Hull Technicians (HI), utilized the same croce-
dures as Khitmire and Deitchmcin in an earlier study.
Predictor variables for Hi's -jho began their enlistment in
this rating were: SCEEEN, entry paygrade, ArQI percentile,
ASVAENC, and ASVABJ3C. "Success" criteria were: completion
cf terra of enlistment, achievement of paygrade E-4, and
recommendation fcr re-enlistment. "Failure" criteria were
failure to achieve tie "success" criteria.
Jesuits demonstrated chat leverette' s mcdel for
predicting the success rate of HT's who are assigned tc this
rating at the beginning of their enlistment was 6.15t higher
than the Navy's model. The results of the second model,
those whe converted to the HI rating, failed to signifi-
cantly improve over the current success and failure rates
experienced by the Navy. Leverette noted that 51.4$ of the
HT's in his study were not assigned to this rating at the
beginning of their eilistment. He recommended a review of
selection criteria. £Ref. 28]
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*- LA1A BASE PREPAEATICN AND ANALYTICAL gROCEDORES
lie analysis described in this thesis was conducted
using a data base located at Naval Postgraduate School. It
contains enlistment and subsequent performance information
en mere than 200, 0C0 individuals and was. created by
combining four data rases. These were: the Defense Manpower
lata Center (DMDC) cohort file, the Navy Health Research
Center (NHEC) file, the Chief of Naval Education and
Training (CNET) file, and a promotion advancement examina-
tion file. The entries were merged by use of Social
Security Number identification.
The initial step in performing the analysis was to run
an existing program written in the Statistical Analysis
System (SAS) code to extract nearly all the variables from
the files, standardize ASVAB scores, and create new vari-
ables for use in the analysis. It also allowed the creation
of twe files, one for Signalmen and one for Radiomen, by
screening all individuals who had either an appropriate
final rating (DMDCRATE) , advancement examination rating
(EXAMRATE), and or entry rating (RCPGSCRT) code.
Next, to gain familiarity with the information contained
in the files, relatively simple forms of analysis were
conducted on each file on variables which were expected to
be used in subsequent analysis. Frequency distr ihutiens
were compiled for categorical variables such as sex, race,
and Interservice Separation Code (ISC3) . Univariate anal-
yses were run on numerical varianles such as Total Active
Military Service (TAEMS1), Months in Delayed Entry Program
(MNTHSDEP) , and standardized ASVAB scores. For the numer-
ical variables, means, standard deviations, and histograms
were generated. These results were studied to gain
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Knowledge about missing values and extremes or outlying
values, and to reveal possible trends for further investiga-
tions. Subsequently, they were used to create Table III
which juxtaposes values for variables of interest for ccth
ratings and which will be discussed later in this thesis.
lie third step reguired selection of variables tc be
used in preliminary regressions and the application of
screens tc Hake their use as vaiia as possible. Therefore,
concurrent with achieving data familiarity, a search of
general recruitment and selection literature and cf Naval
Postgraduate School Theses en enlistment standards was
initiated. These readings were summarized in Chapter IV.
Table II provides a summary of the NP5 theses which were
carefully studied and frequently referred to in the ccurse
cf preparing this document. The preliminary approach was to
include in regression analyses combinations cf the
predictors which earlier theses had revealed to be signifi-
cant. The theses also pointed out the importance cf and
difficulty in selecting appropriate criteria for success.
Again, the selection of success criteria was based on the
assessment of and thought generated by previous theses.
Several combinations of success variables were tried before
a final choice was made.
Previous theses and preliminary analysis were instru-
mental in pointing cut the need to understand the variable
coding tc insure that only information which was reflective
of valid facts would be included in the final files. for
example, persons whese Interservice Separation Code showed
that ttev had not conj:leted their initial enlistment cannot
re automatically classified as failures. Some of the codes
are assigned for causes outside of individual control such
as hardship discharge or for positive reasons such as
transfer tc a commissioning program. Individuals who fell
into certain ISC categories had to be screened out of the
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file in the interests of accuracy. Another example occurred
in the creation of the SM file due to the requirements of
the rating. Probably because SX's use tneir skills only at
sea, enly three of the individuals were female, an extremely
small percentage of the total; they were excluded when it
was decided that sex could not be a valuable variable for
prediction. A third example concerns variables which
provide duplicate information and which should match tut
which do net probably due to the complications of creating
such a sizeable data base. Recruit Type Enlistment
(RECENLS1) and Term of Enlistment (TERMENLT) were two of
these* Each had to re assessed to see which might be mere
reliable. It turned cut that both revealed that a wide range
of types of military obligation were accounted for in the
data lase. Therefore, RECENLST was selected and screened to
include in the SM and EM files only individuals who had
agreed to a four year active duty commitment and who had not
had prior service experience. In this way, individuals wncse
records included prior service or performance in the
reserves were deleted; this was done because of the many
differences between services, active and reserve service,
and requirements for promotion.
Frequency analysis also led to screening out of the two
files any individuals whose membership status was question-
able. As per Nesbitt, seven categories of cases were
defined within the variable ENTRYGRP. They were as follows:
(1) Those cases which signed up for a rating, took the
advancement examination in that rating, and ultimately
showed uj in that rating in the DMDC active/loss files. (2)
Those cases which signed up for a rating, took the advance-
ment exaniration in that rating, and ultimately showed up in
another rating in the DMDC active/loss files. (3) Those
cases which signed up for a rating, migrated to ether
ratings for the advancement examination, but for the DMDC
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file listings shewed up in the original rating. (4) Those
cases which signed up for a rating, oat migrated to ct.jr.er
ratings / roth ior the advancement exam, and ultimately in
the IKDC active/loss files. (5) Those cases which did net
sign up ior a given rating, rut took the advancement exam in
that rating, and ultimately wound up in that rating in the
CM DC active/loss files. Potentially, these represent
general strikers, as well as 'fleet transmissions. ' (6)
Those cases which did not sign up for a given rating, tut
took the advancement exam in that rating, and ultimately
irigrated to an alternative rating in the DXDC active/less
files. (7) Those cases which did not sign up for a given
rating, did not take the advancement exam in that rating,
tut ultimately showed up in that rating in the DMDC active/
loss files. This shewed that categories 1, 3, 5, and 7
included individuals who were truly representative of the
rating. Categories 1 and 3 had originally been in tne
ratirg and stayed in it; categories 5 and 7 had irigrated
into it and remained in it. Categories 2, 4, and 6 had to he
excluded because their status as rating members was in
doubt. A list of all screens applied is included in
Appendix C.
Although multiple regression can he a useful tcci in
itself, it is often advisable to do further analysis. Kith
this ir mind, at this point, the S:l and RD1 screened tiles
were each split intc two parts, one to be used as a deriva-
tion sample and the other to be used as a validation sample.
Multivariate and univariate analyses of variance were
conducted on the derivation and validation groups to ensure
that there were no statistically significant initial differ-
ences between them. This process constituted the fourth
step in the analysis.
Cnce tie Sft and £M data files were created, screened,
and split, they were further subdivided. In this, the fifth
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ste^, two subgroups, hhite and non-wnite males, were created
for the SM's and four were created for the RM's: white and
non-white icales and white and non-white females. Separate
multiple regressions were run en each data set for the whele
group and the subgroups. The predictors and criterion used
for Stt 1 s and RM's were the same except tnat the dummy vari-
able "male" was not used as a predictor for SM's. The dummy
variables "black" and "other", which compared, respectively,
blacks to whites, and other minorities to whites, were
created for use in the full group analysis.
Formulating and assessing the results of preliminary
multiple regressions was the sixtn step. The purpose of
regression analysis is to find the best linear eguaticn to
predict the criteria. The parameters in the equation can
subsequently be used in future selection. In this analysis,
various performance variables were combined to define the
concept cf success and several different concepts of success
were used in preliminary regressions. Other data gathered
at time of enlistment describing individual characteristics
cr capabilities were used as the predictors. These prelimi-
nary analyses used both block and stepwise regression. The
"goodness of fit" of the model is judged by the size cf the
fractional coefficient of determination, B 2 , which measures
the proportion of variation that is explained ty the
predictors which enter the model. The closer R 2 is to one,
the tetter the fit. £Ref- 29]
The blcck regression procedure calculates E 2 for the
model and lists each variable, showing the level of statis-
tical significance { I statistic) that can be applied tc its
contribution to the model. Stepwj.se regression consists of
a series of computations done in steps in which the variable
with the highest R 2 is selected for entry into the model.
In step 2, it is ccmbined with other variables until the
variable with the next highest R 2 is entered. To enter the
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model, the variable nust also aeet the specified F statistic
significance level. The process continues combining previ-
ously selected variables and entering a new one until no
more can meet the entry re guirements. During the process,
it is also possible for a previously selected variable's
discrinirating powers to be affected by a newly created
combination of variables; in this case, the variable may be
excluded from the model. [ fief » 30]
Use cf the .15 default significance level provided in
SAS allows lore variables enter the model so it is possible
to gain a greater understanding of now all tne variables
contribute to the criterion. Unfortunately, that signifi-
cance level is perhaps too high to be credible. Per this
reason, when regression results are selected for further use
in analysis, only variables with less than a .05 F statistic
are considered meaningful.
Eoth block and stepwise multiple regressions were run in
this step of the data analysis. Initially, several
different set of criteria were used to define the variable
SUCCESS. Ihese were the results of thought generated by
previous theses and knowledge of today's selection system.
Unfortunately, it was not always possible to put thought
into action using seme of the ideas created. Eventually,
after consideration cf several sets of criteria, this set
was selected: a.) length of service greater than or egual to
45 months (TAFMS1); b.) achieved E-4 (ACHVDE4); and c.
)
eligible tc reenlist (ELIGBEUF) . TAFI1S1 for 45 months was
used because it allowed the inclusion of people who had reen
coded as having completed enlistment despite the fact that
they had not actually served four full years. The defini-
tion for the variable SUCCESS corresponded closely with that
used in several earlier theses. Other possible definitions




Multiple regressions using SUCCESS as defined above were
run using five c cm hinations of predictors. Model A usee the
following: AFQT percentile, entry paygrade, entry age,
dependent status, high school degree, the dummy variables
"mlack" and "other" and ail SASVABs. The Ril analysis also
included "male". All regressions were also run by group
which necessitated the removal of the dummy variables
"male", "black", and "other" from the models. Model B
deleted variables that had been used as components of AFQT
percentile (SAS VABNO/KK/AE) . Model C added SCREEN and put
SASVAENO/WK/AB back in. Model D used SCBEEN but deleted its
components ( AFQT percentile, entry age, and education
status) frcm the original list of variables. Finally, Model
E used only SASVABs as predictors. These combinations of
predictor models resulted in numerous regressions on each of
the three SM groups: main group, white, and non-white ard on
each of the five RM groups: main group, wnite male, white
female, black male, and black female.
Analysis may terninate with regression analysis; alter-
nately, the regressions may be used to help limit applica-
tions in discriminant analysis. Because the preliminary
regression analysis proved more time-consuming and its
results were less enlightening than had originally ceen
anticipated, discriminant analysis applications, which make
up steps seven through ten, were applied only to the mere
promising models.
The discriminant analysis technigue computes a discrimi-
nant function by regression using separation of groups.
To use it, a data file must be divided into two statisti-
cally eguivialent files as described in step five. The
purpose is to mathematically combine predictors to find
those which can best be used to divide the observations into
one of two categories. For this analysis, these were
"Successes" and "Non-Successes." Using Model A predictors,
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Step stvec provided models containing significant variarles
and performed cross- validation between the DEHIV8 and VALID 6
samples, yielding a cioss- validation coefficient which indi-
cates the correlation between actual scores and predicted
scores.
In step eight, Mcdei A predictors were used in stepwise
discriminant analysis. This also yielded models showing the
optimal combination of significant variables wnich
contribute the most to the discriminating power of the vari-
able. Cnce the set of predictor variables was determined/
they were used to classify cases in the validation set.
[fief. 31]
Step nine consisted of again performing cross-
validaticn, this time using only the variables which had
teen selected for the step seven models. New
cross-validation coefficients were produced.
The tenth and last step consisted of doing discriminant
analysis on the significant variables resulting from both
steps seven and eight, adjusting the prior probabilities of
group membership and changing tne way that the data was
pooled fcr analysis. Eacix analysis yielded a matrix showing
the numrer of individuals who had been classified into one
of the fcllcwing four categories:
a.) Actual Non-Success, Predicted Non-Success;
b.) Actual Success, Predicted Non-Success,
c.) Actual Non-Success, Predicted Success, and
d.) Actual Success, Predicted Success.
Ey adding the numbers in categories a and c, then dividing
by the tctal number classified, it is possible to compute
hit rates which tell the percentage of people correctly
classified.
It is simple to get SAS to provide frequencies on the
numbers of successful individuals in any data set. This
percentage is compared to the hit rate that was generated in
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step ten. If the hit rate is higher than the original
success percentage, then the model created can improve apon
the selection standard which was used to select the
individuals documented in the data base. [fief. 32]
Ihe results of steps seven through ten are provided in




VI. BJiyITS CE DATA ANALYSIS
A- COMPARISON OF SIGNALMAN AND RADIOMAN DESCRIPTIVE
S3ATIS1ICS
laile III 'Predictors— Descriptive Statistics' provides
an overview of SM and EM rating success peri crmance.
Eighteen predictors axe listed; the variable sex was deleted
because the SM rating did not have a significant number of
women to merit separation into sex groupings. Therefore,
only aales comprised the SM data base as previously
mentioned in this study. As SMs are predominantly assigned
to sea duty, the absence of significant numbers of women is
not surprising. In regard to comparisons between the
Signalman rating and the Radioman rating, Radiomen, on the
average; a) enter the military at an older age, and b) are
the more educated of the two ratings. Tne older age at entry
may be explained by the fact that the Radioman rating is
higher on the complexity scale. Also those who entered may
have held prior jots that reguired technical skills which
led these prospective recruits to choose the Radioman
rating. Since RMs enter at a later age, they also have mere
time tc acguire additional education, further results demon-
strated; c) RMs sccie higher on SASVABS AD, MK, and NO.
Intuitively, one wculd expect RMs to score higher en the
SASVAES because they are in a higher complexity rating, d)
RMs score higher on the SCREEN variable and enter at a
higher paygrade. lie higher SCREEN score can again be
attributed to the higher complexity rating. The higher
paygrade may result due to the later age of recruits
entering the rating; thus, entering with job skills and
education to allow entry at a higher paygrade.
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Generally, RMs scored lower in SASVABS AS, AI, EI, GI,
MC # GI, MC, SI, ani SP as well as the AfQI percentile. Ihe
lower scores of £1 and AFQI of these eight categories are
surprisirg in that a prospective RM mi^ht re expected to
score higher in these areas due to the nature of the RM
field and the technically-oriented individuals it attracts.
Table IV presents statistics on the criteria used in
this study. Generally, RMs scored higher in all criterion
categories cf success: highest paygrade achieved, eiigitle
for re-erlistment, and total months of active service. This
is net unexpected considering tne complexity rating of RMs
vice 5Ms.
E. COMPARISON OE STEP SEVEN CROSS-VALIDATION 5ESDITS
Ecr the Main Group, the SM and RM ratings had three
significant variables in common. For SM 1 s the variable
entry pavgrade entered the model to snow that for SM*s the
higher the entry paygrade, the greater chance of success by
the dtrxirition given. This makes sense because the indi-
vidual entering at a higher paygrade has fewer hurdles to
pass to reach E-4. Cddly, the results when this variable
entered the SM model were counter-int ui tive. For them, as
entry paygrade increased, the livelihood of success
decreased. The authors are at a loss to explain this
result, particularly since a study of the means cf entry
paygrade for the variables showed that a greater nuracer of
EM's enter at higher faygrades than do SM's.
Another variable which entered for both ratings was
HSDG, measuring educational level. Results were as expected
for bcth ratings. That is, the greater the education level,
the greater the chance of success. For both ratings, the
dummy variable "black" was significant but the relationsnips




The FM rating also entered two otner significant vari-
ables. SASVA5SI snowed that the higher the individual's
shop inf c imation score, the less likely he would be to be a
successful EM- Also the dummy variable "male" was signifi-
cant and shewed that sales were more likely to succeed. Por
the Main Group, cross-validation correlation coefficients
for SM's and for RM's were quite close, .179 for SM's and
.200 for EM's. Specific statistics for Step seven are
located in Appendix I,
looking at the aralyses dene by groups, it was found
that the only group fcr either rating wnich showed signifi-
cant variables was the White Male Group. For both SM's and
EM's, the same results for entry paygrade occurred; that is,
intuitive fcr SM's and counterintuitive for RM's. Again,
for bcth groups the effect of HSDG was as expected. for
SM's SASVABMC was significant ir. a negative way; the greater
an SM's nechanical cci prehension, the less likely he is to
succeed as an SM. This may be due to the fact that his
ability is useful at sea and he may change to a more
demanding rating during his first enlistment ir given the
chance. The RM rating also yielded significant results for
some SASVAEs. for SASVABAI , the higher the auto information
score, the greater tie cha.nce cf RM success. For SASVABSI,
the results are just the opposite; higher scores signify
lower chances of success. For this group, the cross-
validation correlaticn coefficents were not similar; that
for EM's (.268) was nearly twice that for SM's (.138.) This
indicates that the EC model for White Males pinpoints the
relationship between actual and predicted scores much tetter
than does the SM model for the group. Again, the specific
statistics may be fourd in Appendix B.
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C. CCMPARISCN Cf STEP EIGHT STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT
ANALYSIS RESULTS
Cf the three variables which entered the Main Group
Model for SM's and of the five which entered for EM's, only
one, HSIG, was comcn to both. The amount of variation
accounted for by the variable was higher, however, for S'A % s
than for EM's, indicating that education has more effect .on
success potential for SM's than for EM's. Review of results
for groups showed nc common variables. The specific
statistics may be fourd in Appendix 3.
D- COMPARISON Of STEP NINE CROSS-VALIDATION RESDIIS
Recognizing that the Step Nine cross-validation uses vari-
ables derived from the Step Seven cross-validation, it is
noteworthy that comparison of cross-validation correlation
coef f icients remains very similar to that revealed in Step
seven. That is, for the Main Group, the ccefficiects fcr SM
and EM are close, acd for the White Male group, the EM's
coefficient is nearly twice that of the SM's.
I. COMPARISON 01 STEP TEN DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS BESUITS
Step ten consisted of determining nit rates for models
developed in steps seven and eight. Hit rates were computed
using ccahinatiors cf proportional or default pricr prob-
abilities and pooling by use of within-group matrices or
pooled ccvariance matrices. The resulting hit rates are
reproduced in tables in Appendix B. It was decided that if
the hit rate produced by use of tne derivation sample
(DERIV8) was within -025 of that produced by the validation
sample (VALID8) , then the hit rate would be considered
valid. This choice was purely arbitrary as no information
en accepable tolerance could be found.
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Icoking at tne hit rates from the joint of view cf their
validity and of how they can be used in comparison of tne
ratings, the ones resulting from step seven are worth
discussing. For this set, many of the hit rates were in
fact valid. After studying the results, it was found that.
the highest valid hit rates for loth ratings came cut cf the
combination of Priors Proportional and the linear discrimi-
nant function (which arises from the use or the f001=YES
option in PROC DISCRIM). for the Signalman Main Group, tne
prior probability of success was .36 and the hit rate for
the model was .655, while for the Radioman Main Group, the
prior probability was .34 and the nitrate was .661. In both
cases, the model very strongly improved on ability to place
individuals into the correct category; the improvement for
SM*s was .295 and for RM's .321. For the White Male Group,
Signalmen and Radiomen both had prior probabilities of .38
and their respective hit rates became .643 and .625, shewing
improvements of .268 and .2^5 respectively. Of course,
these figures depend on the belief that the prior
probabilities accurately reflect reality.
It was harder to find valid hit rates developed using
step eight stepwise discriminant analysis. for tne
Signalmen, in fact, only results for the Main Grcup were
valid; using default priors and either method of pooling the
results were a .54 8 hit rate. The corresponding result for
Radiomen was .578. Ihese are much less impressive than
those reported earlier since they show an improvement over
the priors of only . C48 and .078. However, they result from
the assumption that an individual has an even chance to
succeed cr not to succeed.
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VII. CONCIOSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CCNCIUSIONS
Easing the conclusion of analysis on the hit rates for
the models produced, it appears that the most useful models
for the selection of potentially successful individuals for
these ratings are tie Main Group and White Male models
developed in step seven. Summarizing the results for
Signalman Main Group, the predictors of success are entry
paygrade, education status, and the dummy variable "flack".
Ihe hit rate is improved by -295 . For Radioman Main Group,
the predictor variatles are entry paygrade, education
status, SAS'VABSI, and the dummy variables "black" and "male"
•with a hitrate improvement of .321. Por the Signalman ftaite
Male Group, the predictors were entry paygrade , education
status, and SASVABMC for a hit rate of .648, an improvement
cf .268- Ihe Radioman White Male Group prdictors were entry
paygrade, education status, SASVA3AI and SASVABSI for a hit
rate cf .625, an improvement of .245. As can fe seen,
important predictor variables for both ratings and groupings
include entry paygrade and education status.
It should be pointed out that entry paygrade is rot a
variable over which the individual has any control; a person
receives the entry paygrade that the Navy gives him. Ihe
inclusion of education status as an important predictor is
certainly net a surprising one since the link between it and
success is commen knowledge. As a result, it must be
admitted that the lengthy analysis performed for this thesis
has net revealed any new facts useful for selection of




The fcllcwir.g are recommended:
1.) The splitting of the data base into separate
ia.ce/sex analytic groups results in excessively complicated
analyses which do net seem to lead to beneficial conclu-
sions; it is therefore advisable to avoid sub-group study
unless there are weighty reasons for such action.
2.) As many others have recommended/ the determination
cf criteria for success is a central issue in this type of
study. From discussions with detailers for the ratings, it
became clear, for example, tnat tne use of achieving E-4 as
a criterion for success was not particularly realistic since
the expectation is that the average performer will reach E-5
by the end cf his first enlistment. A similar observation
was made by Bond in his thesis. Whether or not this fact
should be applied to the data collected in the 1976-78 time-
frame should be considered before further analysis of this
nature is attempted.
3.) Regarding criteria, it also might be useful to
determine whether the data base can be manipulated tc reveal
information on actual re-enlistment for use as a criteria of
success. This suggestion is offered in light of the
empnasis on alleviating the petty officer shortfall cf the
early 1980's.
4.) £ince the data base used in this analysis is consid-
ered to he one of the more complete and well-organized
available, it should be redocumented so that others will be
able tc use it with greater ease. This would be a very
beneficial project fcr a student with appropriate interests
and hackcround.
5.) lastly, the aatnors feel that the determination or
predictors is an educational exercise in data analysis, tut
that it is enly the beginning of an intelligent approach to
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the prcrlem of selection for Navy ratings. Field interviews
conducted mid-way through the study pointed out that Navy
needs, the attitudes of classifiers, and the constraints
under which classifiers operate all strongly influence the
use that can he made of any model developed through anal-
ysis. Further stud^ of this relationship might prcve of
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EEE£UENCIES FOR SELECTED VARIABLES FOB Sfl BATING
ENTRY GECUP CLASSIFICATIONS
ENTEYGRE FREQUENCY CUM FRE£ PERCENI CUM PERCENT
1 140 140 14.199 14.199
3 45 185 4.564 18.763
5 571 756 57.911 76.673
7 230 986 23.327 100.000
EXPLANATION OF GBOUPS CAN BE FOUND IN PROGRAM STEP1.
BACE IREQUENCY CUfl IREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT
1 829 829 64.077 64.077
2 138 967 13.996 98.073
3 19 986 1.927 100.000
(1) HEI1I, {2} BLACK, (3) OTHER
GBOUP FREQUENCY CUM FBE £ PEBCENT CUM PEBCENT
1 829 829 34-077 84.077
2 157 986 15.923 100.000
(1) KHITE, {2} NON-REIIE
INTER-SrEVICE SEPABATICN COEE
ISC3 JREC.UENCY CU£ FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT
284 284 28.303 28.803
1 500 784 50.710 79.513
2 1 785 0.101 79.615
8 21 806 2.130 31.744
60 20 826 2.028 63.773
61 11 837 1.116 84.838
63 1 833 0.101 84.990
6 5 50 8 88 5.071 9 0.06 1
67 8 896 0.811 90.672
71 4 900 0.406 91.278
73 14 914 1.420 92.698
74 1 915 0.101 92.799
75 2 917 0.203 93.002
76 8 925 0.811 93.813
78 17 942 1.724 95.538
80 2 944 0.203 95.740
82 15 959 1.521 97.262
86 18 977 1.826 99.087
91 1 978 0.101 99.189




IEEQOINCIES FOB SELECTED VARIABLES FOB EM EATING
ENTRY GECUP CL ASSIEIC AIICNS
ENTEYGSP FREQUENCY CUM FEEQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT
1 2083 2083 51-496 51.49c
3 900 2983 22.250 73.745
5 788 377 1 19.481 93.226
7 274 4045 6.774 100.000
£X?IA^AIICN OF GROUPS CAN BE FOUND IN PROGRAM STEP1.




















(1) KRITE, (2) BLACK, (3; OTHEE
GEOUP FREQUENCY CUE PREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT
1 2513 2513 62.126 62.126
2 527 3040 13.028 75.155
3 €77 3917 21.681 96.836
4 128 4045 3.164 100.000































































































































































































SIGNALMAN RESULTS OF CROSS-VALIDATION
DONE IN STEP 7
MAIN GECOP * MCDEL: MAIN GROUP
Variables included: *
AFQTPCNT * F-vaiue Prob>F B-souare
ENTEPAYG * 2.399 .0009" 70846
ZNTBYAGZ *
HSDG * Variables entered and Prob>t
ELACK * ENTEPAYG .0185"
CIHEE * HSDG .0003
IEPENE1S * EIACK .0121
SASVAEAC-SASVABWK *
* Cross-Vaiidation
* Correlation = .179
WHITE MALE GROUP * MODEL: WHITE MALE
Variatles included: *
AFQTPCNT * F-value Prot>F B-squar
e
ENTRFAYG * 2.699 .0003" 710
ENTRYAGE *
HSDG * Variables entered and Prot>t
EEPENETS * ENTEPAYG .0195"
SASVAZAD-SASVABWK * HSDG .0001
* SASVABMC .0479
* Cross-validation























than the required .0
significance level.
Cross-Validation










DONE IN STEP 8
MAIN GROUP * MODEL: FE OM S±Z,?tiZSlL SELEC HON: SlEr 4
Variatles; i ncluded: *
AfQTPCNT * Variatle Partial F-Value Prot>F
ENTEEASG 4 S-sc
70420 20.558ENTEYAGE * HSDG .0001
ESDG * SASVAEEI .0115 5.445 .0200




WHITE GECU? * MODEL: FEOM STEPWISE SELZC TION: STEI 2
Variables included: 4
AFQTFCNT * Varia tie Partial F-Valae Prot>F
ENTEFAiG * R-sc
70556 23.420ENTEYAGE * HSDG .0001
HSD G 4 SASVAEEI .0199 3.079 .0047










* MODEL: FBOM STEPWISE SELECTION
*
* Variatle Partial F-Value Prot>E
* fi-sq








SIGNALMAN EZSDLIS CI CEOSS-V ALIDAIION
DONE IN STEP 9
£AIN G-EOUE * MODEL: MAIN GEOUP
"7 aria lies included; *
ENTEFA1G * E-Value Prob>F E-square










































SIGNALMAN HIT BAIZS EROM STEP 10:
EISCEIMINANT ANALYSIS USING SIGNIFICANT VAEIABLES EECM STEP 7
£CCI=TES1 *
FBICES F50POE1IONAL *
MG Success = .35 *
KG Non- Success = .6 4 *
EM Success = -38 *



















Non-S uccess = .64
Success = .38























































SIGKAIflAN HIT RATES ?B0fl STE? 10; DISCRIMINANT ANAIYSIS
USING SIGNIFICANT VABIABLES FROM STEP 8
£C01=TES1 * HI 3 HAIES
£EI CBS PEOPGE1IONAL *
MG Success = -36 * MAIN GEOUP -639 DEBIV8 {
KG Nca- Success = . 6 3 * .670 VALID8
ftM Success = .38 * WHITE MALE .624 D E S I V 3 ]
flfl Non-Success = . 6 2 * .655 VALID8 J
NWM Success = -29 * NON-WHITE .714 BEBIV8 1
*iWM Non-Success = * 71 * MA1E .753 VALID8
ECCL=YES * HIT BATES
PRICES PBCPOE1ICNAL *
MG Success = .36 * MAIN GROUP . 639 DERIVS i
KG Kon- Success - . 63 * .670 VALID8 j
KM Success = .38 * WHITE MALE .624 DSRIV3
KM Non-Success = . 6 2 * .655 VALID8 ]
HHM Success = .29 * NON-WHIIE .714 DZRIVo 1
SSM No n- Success - - 71 * MALE .753 V AL IDS j
£GCL=TESI * HIT BATES
DEIAULT fRIORS *
Success = .5 * MAIN GEOUP .548 DEBIV8
Non-Success = .5 * .554 VALID8 j
* WHITE MALE .503 DEBIV8 j
*
.575 VALID3
* NO N- WHITE .571 DERIVS j
* MALE .507 VALID8 |
ICCI=YES * HIT BATES
DEFAULT PBIOBS *
Success = .5 * MAIN GEOUP .548 DEBIV8
Non-Success = .5 * .554 VALID8 j
* WHITE MALE .503 DERIVS J
*
.575 VALID8 |
* NON-WHITE . 571 DERIVS




BADIC21AN RESULTS CF CEO SS- VALIDATION DONE IN STEP 7
MAIN GROUP * iiCDEL: MAIN GROUP
Variables included: *
AEQTPCNI * F-Value Prob>E E-square
ENIBP AYG * 5.108 .0001" 70557
ENTBYAGE *
KSDG * Variables Entered an d Prct>t
BLACK * ENTEPAYG .000 1"
CTHEE * KSDG .0012
LEPENE1S * 3IACX .0001





* Correlation = .200
WHITE MALE GEOUP * i'iCDEL: WHITE MALE
Variables included: *
AFQIPCNI * F-Value Prob>F R- sou are
ENTEPAYG * "5.651 .0001" 70595
HSDG *
LEPENE1S * Variables Entered an d Prct>t
SASVAEAL-SASVABWK * ENTEPAYG .000 1"
* HSDG .0102
* S AS VABAI .0372
# SASVABSI
* Crcss-Validation
* Correlation = .268
WHITE EEtAIE GROUP * MCDEL: WHITE FEMALE
Variables included: *
AFQTFCNI * E-Value Prob>F R-square
ENTEPAYG * "7.463 .1065" 70925
ENTRYAGE *
HSDG * No variables entered at less
BE? EN IIS * than the required .05
SASVAEAE-SASVAEWK * significance level.
* Cross- Validation















Nc variables entered at less







RADIOMAN RESULTS OF STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT
































































* MODEL: FBOM STEPWISE SELECTION: STEr 2
*
* Variable Partial F-Value Prob>F
* R-sc











* MODEL: FBOM STEPWISE SELECTION: STEP 1
*
* Variable Partial F-Value Prob>F
* R~sc[










* MODEL: FBOM STEPWISE SELECTION: STZ.
* Variable Partial F-Value ?rcl>F
* R —s a
— —
* SASVAEGS 70667 4.501 .0378




BADIOMAN EESOLTS CI CBOSS-V ALIDATION
DONE IN STEP 9
MAIN C-ECGP * MODEL: MAIN GE0U2
Variables included: *
ENTRPAiG * F-Value Proi>>F E-scuar€
70490HSDG * 21.486 .0001"
ELACK *
SASVAESI * Variables Entered an d Profc>t
KALE * MALE .0001"









































RADIOMAN KIT RATES FROM STEP 10: DISCRIMINANT
ANAIYSIS USING SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES FROM STEP 7
P00L=1ESI * HI'I RATES
PRIORS PROPORTIONAL *
MG Success = . 34 * MAIN GROUP .613 DERI V
8
MG Non-Success = .66 * .631 VALID 6
KM Success = . 38 * WHITE MALE .573 DE5IVS
WM NCI3-SUCC€SS = .62 * .5 96 VAIIDS
EOOL=iES * HIT RATES
PRIORS PROPORTIONAL *
MG Success = .34 * MAIN GROUP .661 DERIV8
MG Non-Success = . 66 * .657 VAIIDS
KM Success = . 38 * WHITE MALE .625 D E R I V 8
KM Non-Success = .62 * .6 17 VALID8




* MAIN GROUP .567 D E R 1 7 8
Non-Success = .5 * .561 VALIDS
* WHITE MALE .553 DERIV8
*
.581 VAIIE8
POOL=YES * HII RATES
EEFAUII PRIORS *
Success = . * MAIN GROUP .5 77 DERIV8
Non-Success = .5 * .591 VAIIDS






EADICMAN HIT EATZS FBCM STEP 10: DISCRIMINANT
ANALYSIS OSING SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES FROM STEP
1001=1251 * HII RATES
FRIOES PECFCRTIONAL #
BG Success = . 34 * MAIN GROUP .610 DERIV8
HG Non-Success = .06 * .632 VALID
8
WM Success = - 33 * WHITS MALE .590 DEEIVS
KM Ncn-Success = .62 * -576 VAIIDg
WF Success = .21 * WHITE .791 DZEIV8
KF Non-Success = .79 * I Hi ALE .716 VAIIDS
NWF Success = - 15 * NCN-WHIIE .854 dzzive





Success = . 375




























tT T - T -v n
v .Uii;o




F00L=1ESI * HII RATES
DEFADIT I-RICRS *
Success = .5 * MAIN GROUP .569 DEEIVg
Non-Success = .5 * .563 VAIID8
* WHITE MALE .512 DEEIVg
*
.534 VAIID8
* WHITE .5 17 DERIVE
* FEMALE .538 VALICS
* NCN-WHIIS .855 DERIVg
* FEMALE .379 VAIIDS
tOQL=YIS * HII RATES
DEFAUII FEICRS *
Success = .5 * MAIN GROUP .578 DEEIVg
Son-Success = .5 * .5 87 VAIIDS
* WHITS MALE .521 DERIVg
*
.549 VAIID8
* WHITE .517 DERIVg
* TICKLE .538 VAIIDS
* NCN-WHIIE .630 DERIVg




SIGKALMAN REGRESSION AND CROSS-V ALIDAIION RESULTS
MODEL: SIGNALMAN MAI* GROUP
CEP VARIAELE: SUCCESS MEETS ALL C2ITER LA {1j , OTHEB (0)
SUM OE MEAN
SOURCE DE SQUARES SGUARE
0. 526948
F VALUE PROE>F
MODEL 19 10-012010 2.399 0.0009
ERROE 493 106.273 0.213620
C TOTAL 512 118.285
ECCT MSI 0.468636 B-SQUARE 0.0846
Blf KEAK 0.36C624 ADJ R-S^> 0.0494
C.V. 129-S515
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOE HO;
VARIAELE EE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETZE=0 f FOE > jlj
INTEECEP -0. 186627 0. 6 c65o o -0.230 0.7796
AEQTPCNT -0.00272135 0. 004949872 -0.550 0.5627
ENTRPAiG 0. 10C173 0.042403 2.362 0.0135
ENTRYAGE 0.001355067 0. 012856 0. 105 0. 9 16 1
KSDG 0. 173678 0.047713 3. 640 0. 0003
ELACK -0. 168955 0. 06503d -2. 519 0.0121
CTHER 0. 166485 0. 163675 1. 029 0.3033
SASVAEAD 0.002246635 0. 002423981 0.927 0. 3545
SASVAEAI 0. 0034C2558 0. 0032to5216 1. 042 0.2979
SASVAEAR 0. 00628C558 c. 006582404 0.954 0.3405
SASVAEEI -0. 0002C0152 0.00372007 -0. 054 0. 9571
SASVAEGI -0.00284512 0. 0035o7533 -0.798 0.4255
SASVAEGS 0.0031S2353 0. 003681312 0. 867 0-3c63
SASVAEMC -0-00635534 0.00362944 -1.751 0. 0806
SASVAStfK 0.000483233 0. 003783701 0. 128 0. 8 984
SASVAENO 0- 002074449 C. 003203302 0.648 0. 5175
SASVAESI -0.001 1S713 0. 003211402 -0.373 0.7095
SASVAESP 0. 0008161576 0. 005502294 0. 148 0. 8821
SASVAEWK 0. 001102661 0. 008978338 0. 123 C.9023
EEPENDIS 0.026193 0. 132347 0. 198 0.8432
COREEIAIICN COEEFICIINIS / PROS > JRj UNDER H0:RHC=0 /
^UCCISS SUCCKAI1
CUCCE C S














SIGNAIMAN HHITE MATE REGRESSION AND CROSS-CORR E1AIICN
HODEI: SIGN Ala AN SHITE MALE GECUP






E 7AIUE PRO E>F
MODEI 17 2.699 0.0003
ERROR 41 1 90.477235 0.220139
C IOTAI 42c 100,573
RCCT HSE 0.469190 R-SQUARE 0. 1004
Hi MIAN 0.375291 ADJ R-S^ 0.0632
C.V. 125.C202
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO:
VARIAEIE IF ESTIMATE ERROR PARAaETER=0 PROE > ilj
INTEECEP -0.00462477 0.632838 -0. 007 0. 9946
AFQTPCNT -0.002SC031 0. -0. 562 0. 5742
ENTEPA1G 0. 1C8967 0.046462 2-345 0. 0195
ENTRYAGE -0.005C6412 0.014064 -0.360 0. 7190
KSDG 0.2 19999 0.052747 4. 171 0.0 001
SASVAEAD 0. 0026S9998 0.0026233 1. 103 3.2705
EASVAEAI 0.002CC3o4 0. 003530307 0. 567 G.5 707
SASVAEAR 0. C09477749 0. 006937679 1.356 0. 1757
SASVABEI .00006555204 0. 0041&5907 0.016 0.9875
SASVAEGI -0.0062C108 0. 004002128 -1.549 0. 1220
SASVAEGS 0.005245113 0. 004106527 1.277 0.2022
SASVAEMC -0.0077C044 0. 003860088 -1. 985 0. 0479
SA5VAEKK 0. 0G0 1304146 0. 0041 11793 0. 044 0.9650
SASVAENC 0. 00116C832 0. 003590113 0. 323 0. 7466
SASVAESI -0. 000939896 0. 003586449 -0. 262 0. 7934
SASVAESP 0. 00 1032339 0. 005750241 0. 180 0. 3 57 4
SASVAEWK .00006338902 0. 009544565 0. 007 0-9947
EEPENETS -0.03C835 0. 150858 -0.204 0.8381















SIGNALMAN NON-WHITE UALZ REGRESSION AND CfiOSS-COEEEIATION
MODEL; SIGNALMAN NON-SHITE MALE GROUP
DEP VARIABLE: SUCCESS ME2;ts ALL CnlTEr.IA (1) , OTHER (0)





F VALUE P 7. C 5> F
MODEL 17 1.074 0. 3967
ERROR 66 13.427704 0.203450
C TOTAL 82 17. 1H2357
RCC1 MSE 0. 451054 R-5 QU AR E 0.2167
CEP MEAN 0.265714 ADJ R-SQ 0.0150
c.v. 157.869
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO:
VARIAELE EF ESTIMATE ERROR PA RAMETER=0 PROE > jTj
INTERCEP -5. 3S7441 3.986674 -1. 35u 0. 180 4
AFQI£CNT -0.023977 0.027068 -0. 686 0.3789
OTEPAT2G 0.028154 0. 1 10382 0.255 0. 7995
ENTRY AGE 0.041771 0.033530 1. 246 0. 2173
HSDG 0.0S5350 0. 123775 0.770 0. 4438
SASVAEAL -0.0004649C7 0, 006606163 -J. 070 0. 9441
SASVAEAL 0. 014769 0..00910331 1 1. 622 0. 1 095
SASVAEAR 0.024710 0.032101 0. 770 0.4442
SASVAEEI -0.00837483 0..009418658 -0.889 0- 3771
SASVAEGI 0.014020 0. 008260971 1.697 0. 0944
SASVAEGS -0. 0085071 0. 009297163 -0. 915 0.3635
SASVAEMC 0. 012165 0.011825 1. 1 13 0. 2 696
SASVAEMK -0.00226818 0.010633 -0.213 0. 3313
SA5VAEN0 0. 004548364 0..007643233 0. 595 0- 5 53 8
SASVAISI 0. 002384812 0. 007366637 0. 303 0. 7627
SASVAESP 0. 026646 0.030042 0. 954 0.3 43 3
SASVAEWK 0.04C036 0.045159 0. 387 0. 3785
LEPENE3S 0. 194490 0.300736 0.647 0.5201





CRITERIA ( 1} , OTHER (0)
1.00000 -0.12447






BALICMAN REGRESSION AND CROSS-VALIDATION RESULTS
J10DEI: EADIGMAN MAIN GROUP













































































































































































































IRJ UNDER H0:fiHO=0 / N = 1S52
SUCCESS SUCCHAT1












RADICMAN WHITE MAIE DEGRESSION AND CROSS-CORRELATION
MODEL: RADIOMAN WHITE MALES







MODEL 17 4.851 0.0001
ERROR 1303 293.156 0.224985
C TOTAL 1 320 31 1.709
RCCT M SE 0. 474326 R-SQUAEE 0.0595
CEP MLAN 0.381529 ADJ R-SQ 0.0473
c.v. 124.3224
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO:
VARIAELE EF ESTIMATE ERROR PA RAMETER=0 PEOE > jT|
INTERCEP 0.702401 0.850413 0. 826 0.4090
AFQIFCNI -0.0017778 0-005775525 -0. 308 0.7583
ENTRPAiG -0. 085764 0. 019419 -4. 4 16 0. 0001
ENTRYAGE -0.00238384 0.00852656 -0.280 0.7798
HSDG 0. 099696 0.058762 2. 572 0. 0102
SASVAEAD -0.00161104 0.001469571 -1. 082 0-2797
SAS7AEAI 0.004152482 0-001990632 2. 086 0.0572
SASVAEAR -0.00403741 0- 00682835 -0.591 0.5544
SASVAEEI -0.00172362 0. C02407912 -0.716 0. 4742
SASVAEGI -0. 000704883 0.002226937 -0.317 0.7517
ShSVMGS -0.00321761 0.00241731 1 -1.331 0. 1834
SASVAEMC -0-00228107 0.00228643 -0.998 0.318o
SASVAEMK 0. C03502148 0.00225013 1.556 0. 1 199
SASVAENO 0- 0014C5217 0.001905324 0. 738 0. 4609
SASVAESI -0.00433219 0.002140391 -2. 024 0.0432
SASVAESP 0. 002443514 0.006165738 0.39o O.o919
SASVAEWK 0.003862758 0.010431 0.370 0.7112
EEPENDIS 0.005158921 0. 073069 0. 071 0.9437
WHITE MAIE IERIVATION, WHITE MALE VALIDATION
CORREIATICN COEFFICIENTS / PROE > |Rj UNDER H0;RHO=0 /
SUCCESS SUCCHAT2
SUCCESS













































































































































































































WHITE EMLE DERIVATION, WHITE FMLE VALIDATION
CORREIATICN COEFFICIENTS / PEOE > IE! UNDER H0;EHO=0 / N = 2 64
SUCCESS 5UCCHAT2
SUCCESS













RAEICMAN NGN- TWHITE UALI REGRESSION AND C RCSS-CORRELAIIO N
MODEI: RADIOMAN ELACK MALES




IA (1) , OTHEE
SOURCE DE SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE
MODEL 17 3.363522 0. 197854 0. 901
ERROR 429 34.247217 0.219690
C TOTAL 446 97.6 1C733
RCC1 MSE 0. 468712 R-S0.UARE 0.0345
BEE WEAN 0.322143 ADJ R-S2 -0.0038
C.V. 145.4959
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO:
VARIAELZ EF ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMEIER=0
INTEECEP -1. 207501 2.390859 -0. 505
AFQIPCNT -0.00773537 0.015973 -0. 484
ENTEEA5G -0.0 12812 0.037683 -0.340
ENTRYAGE 0. 007658054 0.0 1190 3 0.643
KSDG 0. 1238 9 3 0.073409 1. 770
SASVAEAD . 00005555686 0. 002642691 0. 021
SASVAEAI -0-00235076 0. 003605929 -0.652
SASVAEAR 0.005032377 0.018283 0.279
SASVAEEI -0.00232293 0. 003712584 -O.o26
SASVAEGI 0.01C476 0. 003656766 2. 865
SAS^AEGS 0.001956446 0. 003997002 0.483
SA3VAEMC -0.00121383 0. C03800913 -0.335
SAS7AEMK 0.0004334202 0. 003680463 0. 1 13
SASVAENC 0. C01708869 0. 003145546 0. 543
SASVAESI -0.000825608 0. 003202673 -0.258
SASVAESP 0.01C290 0.016793 0.613
SASVAEWK 0.0 1C102 0. 028762 0. 351























ELACK MAIE DERIVATION, ELAC K MALE VALIDATION
CORREIATICN COEFFICIENTS / PROS > ifi] UNDER H0;RHO=0 /
SUCCESS SUCCHAT2
SUCC v ^5













RADIOMAN NON-SHITE FEMALE REGRESSIONAM CEOSS-CCEEELATION


































































































































































FLACK IMIE DERIVATION, 2LACK EMLE VALIDATION
CORREIATICN COEFFICIENTS / PEOE > iRj UNDER H0:EHO=Q /
SUCCESS SUCCHAT2
SUCCESS 1.00000 -0.07913









INITIALIZE DATA BASE - FREQUENCY PROGRAM
//STEP1 JOB (31 15, 01 C3)
,
'GAGNEE' , SMC 2438 , ,dASS=K//JAIN CRG =NPGVM1.3 115P
// EXEC PGM=IEFER14//DD1 DD DISP= (OLD, DELETE)
,
// DSN = MSS. S3 115. EKDATA
// 1\IQ PGM=IEFER14//DC2 DD DISP= (OLD-DELEIE) ,
J/ DSH=flSS. S3 115. IATABH1
// EXEC S A c//SAS.WCRK DD SP ACE= jCYL, ( 1 0, 1 0)
)
//FIIEIN DD UNIT=34Q0-5 / VOI=SER=NPS709,
// DISf=CLD / DSN=ENL£l-ALL. A7678//FILECU1 DD aNIT=3330V.MSVGP=PUB4A,DISP= (NEW,CA1IG, DELETE)
,
// DSN=MSS.S31 15.RMDATA,
// DCB= (ELK5IZE=640 0)//SYSIN DD *






LATA B A S n - FREQUENCY E 3 i" P C B M
IBIS SECTION EXTRACTS NEARLY





2 5 CENSUS EG PI E1 . 2 6 CENSUSDS PIB1. 7 HOME ZIP PI33
2 10 RESTATE PIB1- 2 11 DATEDETY PI3 1. 2 12 CATEDETM PIB 1
2 13 EIETHYB PIE1 . 2 14 3IBTHMTH PIB1. 2 15 BIRTHDAY FI31
2 16 ENTEYAGE PIE1. 2 17 RECOBDID PI31- S 18 HYEC PI31
2 19 SEX PIE1. 2 20 SACE PI3 1. 2 21 ETHNIC PI3 1
2 22 EACEEIEN PIS1. 2 23 HRTIDPND PI31. 2 24 IESTFCEH PIB 1
2 25 AFC.TPCNT PIE1. 2 26 AFQTGEPS PI31. 2 27 ASVABGI PI3 1
2 28 aSVABNO PIB1- 2 29 A3 VABAD PI3 1. 2 30 ASVABWK FIB1
2 31 ASVAEAE PIE1. 2 32 ASVABSP PI31. 2 33 AS VABM PI31
2 34 ASVAEEI PIB1- 2 35 A3 VABMC PIB1- D 36 AS V A 3 G S PIB1
2 37 ASVAESI PIE1. 2 38 ASVABAI PIB1- 2 39 SEEVACCS P.13 1
2 40 FRICESEV PIE1. 2 41 PU1 PIB1. 2 42 HES PI3 1
2 43 USVABCfl PI31. 2 44 AS VA5CA PI3 1. 2 45 AS7A3CE FIB 1
2 46 ASVABCC PIE1 . 2 47 ENIEYSTA PI31- 2 48 HEIGHT PIB1
2 49 KEIGHI PIB1- 2 50 3YSIGL3P PIB1. 2 51 DIA5TI3P FIB 1
2 52 KECEAIII PIB1. a 53 :1EEFAIL2 PI31. 2 54 MEDFAIL3 PIB1
2 55 &AIVEE PIE1 . 2 56 WAIVEEA1 PIB1- 2 57 EXAMSIAI PIB1
2 58 ENTEYYE PIB1. 2 61 TERMENLT PIB1- 2 62 ENTRPAYG FIE1
2 59 ENIEYMIH PIE1. 2 60 ENIRYEAY PI31.
2 63 ECriECNTY PIS2. a 65 PRCGEN1I PI35. 2 72 AFEESSTA PI3 1
2 73 ECNCSCFT PIB1- a 74 SN1SICPT PI31. 2 75 YOUTHPEG FI31
2 78 I2PIEAIE PIE1 . 2 31 TfiENIMOS *5. 2 86 TAFHS1 FI32
2 88 EFCC1 PIE2. 2 90 DDCC1 PIB2. 2 92 HYEC1 PI3 1
2 93 FAYGEDE1 PIE1. 2 94 SEEVICE1 PI31. 2 95 MBTSIAT1 PIB1
2 96 NDPNDNT1 PIB1- 2 97 SPNSFD1 PIB3. 2100 ISC1 PIB 1
2101 SEFET1YB PIE1. 2 102 SEPET 1MT PIB1. 2103 SEPRT1DY PIB1
2104 EASE1 YE PIE1. 2 105 BASD1J4TH PI3 1. 2106 BASD1DAY PIB1
2107 E1S1YEAE PIE1 . 2 108 ETS1MNIH PI31.
2109 EOLE1YB PIB1- 2 110 DOIE1MTH PIB1-
2113 EE3B1YB PIE1. 2 114 PEBD1MTH PIB1. 211 PEBD1DAY PI3 1
211 1 CHAESE71 PIB1- 2 112 ELGHEUP1 PI31.
2116 FI1EFIG1 PIE2. 2 118 TAIMS2 PI32.
2120 EFCC2 PI E2 . 2 122 DDCC2 PI32. 212 HYEC2 PIE1
2125 FAYGEBI2 PIE1 . 2 126 SEEVICE2 PIB1- 2' 27 METSTAT2 PIB1
2128 KDEHDNT2 PIE1- 2 129 3PNSPD2 Pjl33 . 2132 ISC 2 PIB 1
2133 SEPET2YE PIE1. 2 134 SEPBI2MT PI31. 2135 SEP E I 2D
Y
PIE 1
2136 EASE2YE PIE1. 2 137 3ASD2MTH PIB1. 2138 BASD2DAY PIB1
2139 ETS2YEAR PIE1. 2 140 ZTS2MNTH PIB1.
2141 EOLE2YE PIE1- 2 142 DOIE2WTH PI31.
2145 FEBE2YE PIE1. 2146 PE3D2MTH PI3 1- 214 PEBD2DAY PIB1
2143 CHAESEV2 PIE1. 2 144 ELGREUP2 PIB1.
2148 II1EF1G2 PI E2. 2 150 TA tttS2 PIB1-
2151 1AFMS4 PIE1. 2 152 DPCC3 PIB2. 2154 DDOC3 PIB2
2156 EYEC3 PI31. 2 157 PA YGEDE3 PIB 1. 2158 SERVICES FIB1
2159 PBISTAI3 PIE1. 2 160 NDPNDNT3 PIB1. 2'161 SPNSPE3 PI3 3
2165 SEPET3YB PIE1. 2 166 SEPET3MT PIB1- 2167 SEPET3DY FI3 1
2168 EASE3YE PIE1. 2 169 BASD3MTH PI31. 2170 BASD3DAY PI31
2171 EIS3YEAB PIE1. 2 172 ETS3J3NTH PI31.
2173 ECLE3YE PIE1. 2 174 DOLE3MTH PIB1-
2177 PEBE3YE PIB1. 2 178 PEBC3MTH PIB1. 217 PE3D3EAY PIB1
2164 ISC3 PIB1.
2175 CHAESEV3 PIE1.
2176 E1GEEUE3 PIE1. 2 180 FIIEFIG3 PIB2.
2182 FI1EMTCH PIE4. 2 186 DOEYEEEP PI31. 218 DOEMTDEP PIB1
2188 MNIHSDEP PIE1. 2 189 SPFIGM1 PI31.
2190 ECFGYR PIE1. 2 191 DCPGMNTH PIB1.
2212 GCT 2. 2214 AEI 2. 2216 MECH 2




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*ASVAECE =ASVAB APTITUDE AREA SCORE— SU3SCALr CZ
ASVAECC =AS7A3 APTITUCE AREA SCOEZ—SU33CALE CC
ENTRYSIA=ENIZY STATUE (INDIRECT TO ACTIVZ DUTY)
HEIGHT =£EIGHI IN INCHES {FRACTIONS DROPPED)
WEIGHT =WEIGHI IN POUNDS [FRACTIONS ROUNDED)
SYSTOIEP=E10CD PRESS CEZ—SYSTQIIC
DIASTIEP=BICCD PRESSURE— DIASTOLIC
MEDFAIL1=PEIMARY MEDICALLY DISQUALIFYING DZFZCT
MEDFAIL2=SECONDAEY MEDICALLY DISQUALIFYING DZEZCT
MEDFAIL3=T£RTIARY MEDICALLY DISQUALIFYING DZFECT
WAIVER =PERMIT CODE FOE AN OTHERWISE INZLIGI3LZ
HAIVEE£L=HAIVEE APPROVAL LE VZL AND ZXPLANATION
examstat=examination STATUS (1, FULLY QUALIFIED)
TEfiMENIl=TEBM OF ENLISTMENT JNC. OF YEARS)
ENTRFAYG=ENIEY PAY GRADE (EOO— 011)
HOMECMY = HCME OF RECCED COUNTY—FIPS
PROGENLI=PRCGRAM ENLISTED FOR—SERVICE UNIQUE
AFEESSTA=MIIITAEY ENTRANCE EECCESSING STATIONS
EONUSCPT=ECNUS OPTION, COMBAT OR NON-COMBAT
ENLSTCPT=ENIISTMENT OPTION
YOUTHPRG=YOUTH & RESERVE TRAINING PROGRAMS
IAP£DAIE=MCNTH OF FIIE ON WHICH RECORD SUBMITTED
TRENI£CS=OCCUP. SPECIAL./RATING CHOICE UPON ENTRY
IAFMS1 =MCNTHS CF TCIL. ACTIVE FED. MILIT. SERV.
IP0C1 =D.C.D- PRIMARY OCCUPATION CODE
DD0C1 =D.C.D. CUTY CCCUPATICN CODE
HYEC1 =HIGHEST YEAR OF EDUCATION
PAYGEDE1=PAY GRADE AS-CF-DATE-CF-FILE/SEPARAT ION
SERVICE1=SERVICE CODE (2, NAVY}
MRTSIAT1=MARITAL STATUS (1, OTHER, 2,MARRIED)
NDPNDNT1 = NUM3ER OF DZPENDENTS M, NONE)
SPNSPD1 =SEPARATION PECGRAM DESIGNATOR
ISC1 =INTEE-S£RVICE SEPARATION CODE
SEPRT 1YR = YEAR OF SEPARATION (2ND DMDC SECTION)
£EPRI1MT=MCNTH OF SEPARATION (2ND DADC SECTION)
SEPRT1DY=DAY OF SEPARATION (2ND DMDC SECTION)
EASD1YE =YEAfi OF ACTIVE DUTY BASE DATE
EASD1MIH=MCNTH OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EASD1EAY=DAY OF ACTIVE DUTY BASE DATE
ETS1 YFAR=ESTIMATED YEAR OF FULFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
ETS1MNTH=ESTIMATED MCNTH OF FUIFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
CHARSRV1=CHARACISR OF SERVICE
ELG R £ UP 1 =R E ENLI S IM EN I ELIGI BIL IT Y
PEBD1YR =YEAE OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
PE3D1«IH=MCNTH OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
PEBD1IAY=DAY OF PAY EMRY BASE DATE
ENTRYYR =YEAR OF ENTRY TO ACTI VE/D. E. P.
ENTRYKTK = KCNTH OF ENTRY TO ACT IV E/D. E. P.
INTRYDiY=DAY OF ENTRY TO AC TIV E/D. E-?
.
SEPRT 1Yfi = YEAR OF SEPARATION (2ND DMDC SECTION'
SEPfiHMI=MCNIH OF SEPARATION (2ND DMDC SECTION)
SEPRT UY=IAY OF SEPARATION (2ND DMDC SECTION)
EASD1YR =YEAR OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EASD1MTH=M0NTH OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EASD1I;.Y=DAY OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
ETS1Y£AR=ESTIMATED YEAR OF IULIILLED ACTIVE DUTY
ETS1MNTH =ESTIMATED MCMH OF FUIFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
PEBD1YR =YEAR OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
PE3D1£IH=MCNTH OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
FEBD1IAY=DAY OF PAY ENIRY BASE DATE
IILEFIG1=FIIE FLAG NC. 1
PEBD2YR =YEAR OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
PEBD2EIH=MCNTH OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
PEBD2IAY=DAY OF PAY ENTRY BASE DATE
SEPRT2YR=YEAR OF SEPARATION (3RD DMDC SECTION)
SEPRI2MT=MCNTH OF SEPARATION j3RD DMDC SECTION)
SEPRT2DY=DAY OF SEPARATION (3RD DMDC SECTION)
EASD2YR =YEAR OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EASD2MH = M0NTH OF ACTIVE DUTY BASE DATE
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EASD2IM=DAY OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
E!IS2YEAfi=ESIIMATED YEAR OF FUIFILLED ACIIVE DUTY
E1S2U HIH^ESIIMATED MONTH OF FUIFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
PEBD2YR = YEAR OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
FEBD2MH-MCNTH OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
FEBD2IM=£AY OF PAY ENTRY BASE DATE
IAFMS2 =MCNIHS CF ICIL. ACTIVE FED. MILIT. SERV.
DPOC2 =D.C.D. PRIMARY OCCUPATION CODE
DDOC2 =E.C.D. DUTY OCCUPATION CODE
HYEC2 =EIGHEST YEAR OF EDUCATION
PAYGBEE2=PAY GRADE AS-CF-DATE-OF-FILE/S EPARATION
SERVICE2=SEEVICE CODE <2 y NAVY)
MRTSIAI2=MARITAL STATUS (1,CTHER, 2, MARRIED)
NDPNENT2=NUMBER CF DEPENDENTS M, NONE)
SPNSFD2 =SEPARATION PROGRAM DESIGNATOR
ISC2 =INIEfi-SERVICE SEPARATION CODE
CHARSEV2=CEARACTER OF SERVICE
ELGREUP2=RE ENLISTMENT E1IGIEIIITY
EILEIIG2=FIIE FLAG NC. 2
PEBD32R =YEAfi OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
FE3D3KTH=M0NTH OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
PE3D3IAY=£AY OF PAY ENTRY BASE DATE
SE?RT3YR=YEAR OF SEPARATION (4TH DMDC SECTION)
£EPET3MI=MCNTH OF SEPARATION (4IH DMDC SECTION)
£EPET3DY=EAY OF SEPARATION' (4TH DHDC SECTION)
3ASD3YE =YEAR OF ACTIVE DUTY BASE DATE
EASD3£IH=MCNTH OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EASD3liY=£AY OF ACTIVE DUTY BASE DATE
ETS3YEAE=ESIIMATED YEAR OF FUIFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
ETS3MNTfl=ESTIMATED MONTH OF FUIFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
PEBD3YE =YEAR OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
PEBD32IH=MCNTH OF PAY ENTRY BASE DATE
PE3D3IM =EAY OF FAY ENTRY BASE DATE
TAFMS3 =MCNTHS CF TOIL. ACTIVE FED. MILIT. SERV.
IAFMS4 =MCNTHS CF TCTL. ACTIVE FED. MILIT. SERV.
EPOC3 =D.O-D- PRIMARY CCCUPAIICN CODE
CDOC3 =C.C.D. DUTY CCCUPAIICN CODE
HYEC3 =KIGHEST YEAR OF EDUCATION
PAYGEEE3=PAY GRADE AS-OF-DATE-OF-FILE/SEPARATION
SERVICE3=SERVICE CODE (2, NAVY)
MRT5IAI3=MAEITAL STATUS (1, OTHER, 2, MARRIED)
NDPN£NI3=NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS (1, NONE)
SPNSPE3 =SEFARATION EROGEAM DESIGNATOR
ISC3 =INTER-SERVICI SEPARATION CODS
CHARSRV3=CEARACTEfi OF SERVICE
ELGREUP3=EEENLISIMENI ELIGIBILITY
FILEFIG3=FILE FLAG NC- 2
FILEMTCH=4-EYTE EINARY FILE MATCH INDICATORS
EOEYRIEP=DOE YEAR INTC D.E.P.
DOEMI£EF=DCE MONTH INTO D.E.P.
MNTHS£EP=MONTHS IN D.E.P.
SPFLGEL =SPANISH FLAG MASTER/LCSS
ECPGMNIH=MCNTH OF DCPG
ECPGYE =YEAR OF DCPG
GCT =EASIC BATTERY GCT
ARI =EASIC BATTERi ARI
MECH =EASIC BATTERi MECH
CLEE =EASIC BATTERY CLER













EXB1AEEV = Z;{AMINAII0N E ATI (AEZE.)
T0T1EAH =TCIAL E AS 3 CC RE
SIDNAVY =S1ANDAR£ILEI NAVY SCCBZ
PRCQEZ =PRCCESS CODE
AL1PRCCE=ALIERNAIE PECCESS COEE
EINLMUIT=CANDIDAIE' • 2 EINAL MUIIIPLE
FNMLTCUI=FINAL MULIIIIE CUT
E-RFFAC1E = PE£F0EMANCS EACTOE
AWIFACIE = A"WI FACTOR
CHNGRATE=CHANGE OF RATE INDICAIOE
NEN1S1M=NUMBE£ CF EMISTMEN1S
EAOS = EXPIEATIQN CE ACTIVE OBLIGATED SERVICE
IAS =TOTAL ACTIVE SERVICE
CAS =CTEEB ACTIVE SEEVICE
SIPG =SEEVICE IN PAY GRACE
LOSCCEi =LENGTH CF SERVICE
IOSWVE =LENGTH CF SliVICZ WAIVES
TIRWVE =TIME IN RATE WAIVER
TIE =11 HE IN EATE
AD3D =ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EDPG =EIIZCTIVi: DATE OF PAY 3EADE
DTIS =DR1LL TIME IN SERVICE
NCHANGE3=NUKBER OF CHANG ES/ ENTRIES IN NHEC FILE
AGE =CANDIDAIE« ' S CUEEENT AGE
NHRCGCT = NHEC FILERS GENEL. CIAS5IFICAII0N TEST
NHRCAE£T=NHRC FILE'«S AEI1ED FCECES QUALIFY. TEST
MENTLGRP=MENIAL GROUP CODE
EDCERTIE=EEUCAIION CERTIFICATE
MOBICSC-* =MILITARY OBIIGATION DESIGNATOR
EYNDPNDT=HIGHEST NUMEER OF PRIMARY DEPENDENTS
G£P4PE0G=GRCUP IV (1C0K) PROGRAM CODE
SSDUTY =SEA-SHOEE DCTY INDICATOR
REGEES£V=EEGULAE RESERVE INDICATOR
HYPAYGRE=HIGHEST PAY GRADE











RECNTC =RECRUIT NAVA1 TRAINING COMMAND
EECENISI=BECEUII TYPE ENLISTMENT
EECPECGM=RECRUIT PROGRAM AT ENIISTMENT
RECPRGSC=RECRUIT PRO GEAM/SC HCOI
RCPGSCRI=RECRUIT PROGRAM/SCHOOL RATE
ELSTHIS1=ENLIS1ED HISICRY SIAIUS
NDAYSE2 =CCMPUTED NUMEER OF LAYS TO E-2 RATING
NDAYSE3 =CCEPUTED NUMEER OF LAYS TO E-3 RATING
NDAYSEU =COMPUTED NUMEER OF CAYS TO E-4 RATING
LOLE1YE =YEAR OF LATEST RE- ENLISTMENT
£0LE1MTH=MCNTH OF LATEST RE -ENLIS1MEN
T
COLE2SE =YEAR OF LA1ES1 RE- ENLISTMENT
E0LE2M1H=MCNTH OF LATEST RE-ENIISTMEN
I
LCLZ32I =YEAE OF LATEST RE- ENLISTMENT
C0LE3«TH=M0NTH OF LATEST RE-ENLISTMENT
CMDCRAIE=IINAL EA1ING AS LIS1ED BY D.M.D.C.
EMDCNEC =FINAL N.E.C. AS LIS1ED BY D.M.D.C.
CMDCUIC =FINAL U.I.C. AS LIS1ED BY D.M.D.C.
CONVEATE=CCNVENING DATE FOR NITRAS COURSE
G£ADCATE=GEADUATION CA1E FOR NI1RAS COURSE
TRANEATE=TEANSACTION CATE FOR NITRAS RECORD
EARNNEC =DIL CANCIDATE EARN AN NEC?
TRAININD=TEAINING INCICATOE




*THIS SECTION STANDAELIZES IKE ASVAB SCORES
NEW VAEIABIES FCfi USE IN THE ANALYSIS;
AND CREA1ZS
IF MIES1FCEM GE 35) AMI (1ESIFGEM
IE AS"VABGK = 15;IF ASVABNG<=50: IF
IF ASVAEAE<=20; IF ASVA3SP<=20; IF
IF ASVABMC<=20: IF ASVA3GS<=20 ; IF
ASVA3AD<=30 IF ASVA3wK<=3 0:
ASVABMK<=20; IF ASVAEEK=3u;























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IF ASVABSP= = 20 xHEN SAEVAaSP
IF ASVAE2K= THEN SASVABMK=
IF ASVAE3K= 1 THEN SA£VABMK=
IF ASVA3GS= 20 THEN SAEVABGS
IP ASVAEAI= THEN SASVABAI=
IF ASVA£AI= 1 THEN SASVABAI=
IF ASVAEAI= 2 THEN SASVA3AI=
IF ASVAEAI= 3 THEN SASVA3AI=
IF ASVA£AI= 4 THEN SA£VA3AI=
IF ASVA£AI= 5 THEN SA£VA3AI=
IF ASVA£AI= 6 THEN SA£VABAI=
IF AS7AEAI= 7 THEN SAEVABAI
=
IF ASVAEAI= 3 THEN SA£VA3AI=
IF ASVAEAI= 9 THEN SASVABAI=
IF ASVAEAI= 10 THEN SAEVABAI
IF A£VA£AI= 11 THEN 5A5VA3AI
IF ASVAEAI= 12 THEN SAEVABAI
IF ASVAEAI=•13 THEN SAEVABAI
IF A£VAEAI= 14 THEN SAEVABAI
IF ASVAEAI= 15 THEN SASVABAI
IF ASVAEAI= 16 THEN SASVABAI
IF ASVA£AI= 17 THEN SAEVABAI
IF ASVA£AI= 18 THEN SASVABAI
IF ASVAEAI= 19 THEN SAEVABAI
IF A5VAEAI= 20 THEN SAEVABAI
IF ASVAB£I= THEN SASVA35I=
IF A5VAE£I=•1 THEN SASVAB3I=
IF ASVAESI= 2 THEN SASVA3SI=
IF ASVA££I= 3 THEN SASVA3SI=
IF ASVAESI= 4 THEN SASVABSI=
IF A£VAE£I= 5 THEN SAEVAESI=
IF ASVAESI= 6 THEN SA£VABSI=
IF ASVAE£I= 7 THEN SASVABSI=
IF ASVAE£I= 8 THEN SASVA3SI=
IF ASVAESI= 9 THEN SASVA3SI=
IF A£VAE£I= 10 THEN SAEVABSI
IF ASVAB£I= = 11 THEN SAEVABSI
IF ASVABSI= 12 THEN SAEVABSI
IF ASVABSI= 13 THEN SAEVABSI
IF A£VA3£I=14 THEN SAEVABSI
IF ASVABSI= 15 THEN SAEVABSI
IF ASVABSI==16 THEN SAEVABSI
IF A3VAB£I= 17 THEN SAEVABSI
IF ASVABSI= = 18 THEN SAEVABSI
IF ASVABSI= 19 THEN SAS'^ABSI
IF A£VA3£I=•20 THEN SAEVABSI
IF ASVAEWK= THEN SA£VA3WK=
IF ASVABWK= 1 THEN SASVABWK=
IF ASVAEWK= 2 THEN SASVABWK=
IF ASVAEWK= = 3 THEN SASVAEWK=
IF ASVAEWK-=4 THEN SASVABWK=
IF ASVAEWK= 5 THEN SASVABWK=
IF ASVAEWK= 6 THEN SASVABWK=
IF ASVAEWK= 7 THEN SASVA3WK=
IF ASVAEWK= 8 THEN SASVABWK=
IF ASVAEMK= 9 THEN SASVABWK=
IF ASVA£WK==10 THEN SASVABWK
IF ASVABWK= 11 THEN SAEVABWK
IF ASVABHK= 12 THEN SAEVABWK
IF ASVABWK= 13 THEN SASVA3WK
IF ASVABWK= = 14 THEN SAEVABWK
IF ASVABWK=•15 THEN SAEVABWK
IF ASVABWK= = 16 THEN SAEVABWK
IF ASVABWK= = 17 THEN SAEVABWK
IF ASVA3WK==18 THEN SAEVABWK
IF ASVABWK= = 19 THEN SASVABWK
IF ASVABWK= = 20 THEN SASVABWK
IF ASVABWK= = 21 THEN SASVABWK





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A3 NO= o 8
ABNO=6S
* IN THIS SECTION- NOEEEB OF YEAES OF EDUCATION IS CCNVEEIED
FRCM IIS DMDC ORDINAL CODING (1-13) TO A "RAW" FIGURE. IN
GENERAI, IHE TRA NS ICRM ATI C N IS ISOMORPHIC. EUT 3-4 YB£ CF
HIGB SCHOOL IS CODED AS "11% G.E.D. IS CODED AS "11.5",
3-4 YRS OF COLLEGE IS CODED AS "15", M.A. IS "18", AND PH.D.
IS "20". THE OLD VARIABLE IS LABELED "HYEC", AND THE NEW




























CHYEC=3.5;IF HYFC=2 THEN CHYEC=8
CHYEC=9:
CHYEC=10;IF KYEC=5 THEN CHYEC=11
CHYEC=12;
CHYEC=13;IF HYEC=8 THEN CHYEC=14
CHYEC=15:
CHYEC=1o;IF HYEC=11 THEN CHYEC=1
CHYEC=20
CHYEC=11 5;
*THE FOLLOWING LINES OPERATIONALLY DEFINE THE NEW VARIAELE
"HSDG". IF THE CASF EITHER DID NOT GRADUATE FROM HIGH SCHOOL,
OR EVENTUALLY RECEIVED A G.E.D. CERTIFICATE, THE NUMERIC
VALUE CF HSDG=1.:
IF




E 13) ) THEN HSDG=1 ;
VARIABLES 1 VALIDITY VALUE SCREENS AND RECODES,
PLUS LOGIC COMMENTARIES;
IF { (SCHLCCDE=' A») OR (STAC TIC N= • P» ) ) THEN NUSCHCDE=1;
ELSE KUSCHCDE=0;





NUATIEi:=ATIRIICD+Q; If NUAT1RI1=2 THEN NUAITRII=1;
ELSE NCATTRIT=0;
* THE PRECEDING CONVERTS THE N.H.R.C. ATTRITION CODE FROM
A CHABACIEB TO A NUMEBIC VARIAELE.;
NUNOTBC=KOIBCMD+0:
* THE PRECEDING CONVERTS THE N.H.R.C. VARIABLE
"NCI R EC C TENDED FCE REENLISIMENT"
FRCtf A CHARACTER TC A NUMERIC VARIABLE.;
NUHY£AY=EYPAYGBD+0:
* THE PRECEDING CONVERTS THE N.H.R.C. VARIABLE
"HIGHEST PAYGRADE ATTAINED"
FROM A CHARACTER TC A NUMERIC VARIABLE.;
* THE FC1LCKING STATEMENTS CREATE A NEW VARIABLE 10EMNTHS*
BY CHANGING THE 4 EIGIT (YEARS AND MONTHS) CODING Cf
•LNTHSRV TO STRAIGHT MONTHS USING THE ' SU3STR » COMMAND:
YEAR = SUE£TE (LNGTHSRV. 1.2) ;
E0NIH = SUESTE(LNGIHSRV,3,2) ;
YEARS=YEAR+0; MONTHS=MONTH+
IORMNIHS= YEARS* 12+ MONTHS;
THE NEXT TWO LINES CPER ATI CNAILY DEFINE 'HIGHEST PAYGEADE
ATTAINED' AS LISTED IN THE DMDC ACTIVE (1) OR LOSS (3) Flli
SECTIONS. THOSE WHC HAVE INCONSISTENCIES BETWEEN THE DMDC
FILE AND TEE NHRC FIIE AS TO KGIHEST PAYGRADE ARE REMOVED.
(SIC.)
IF fIIEFLGl=8209 THEN PAYGR ADE=PAYGRDE1
;
IF FIIEFIG1 NE 8 20 9 THEN PA YGRADE=PAYGRDE3 ;
IF ?AYGEADE=0 THEN P A YGRADE=PA YGRDE 1
;
IF PAYGRADE=0 THEN PAYGRADE=.;
THE FCILOWING LINES OPERATIONALLY DEFINE 'ELIGIBILITY TC
REENLIST'. IF A CASE IS STILL ON ACTIVE DUTY- THEN
FIlffLAGl SHOULD EC.UAL »0«. SUCH A CASE. BY DEFINITION,
SHOULD HAVE BEEN EIIGIBLE TC REENLIST. IF NOT CURRENTLY
ON ACTIVE DUTY. THE LOSS-FILE SECTION Or THE DMDC COHCB1
FIIE REVEALS WHETHER THE CASE WOULD HAVE BEEN ELIGIBLE:
IF fIIEFIG1=8209 THEN ELIGREUP=1
;isc3|REUP = 0;
IF ]{FILEFLG1 NE 820S) AND (ISC GT 0) AND (ELGREUP3 EC. 1))
THEN ELIGREUP=1 ; EISE ELI^T'
THE NEXT SECTION OPERATIONALLY DEFINES A SO-CALLED 'STANDARD'
ATTRITION CODE. VIZ., ALL 'STANDARD* RELEASES AND OFFICER
PROGRAM ENTRANCE CASES AS NEIL AS CURRENT ACTIVE DUTY, ARE
DEFINED AS '0', WHITE ALL OTEER DEPARTURES ARE FLAGGED AS
A_ • 1 ' . ;
IF FI1EFLG1=8209 THEN ATTRITC2=0:
IF FI1EFIG1 NE 8209 AND ((ISC3 LT 10) OR (ISC3 EQ 40))
THEN AITRITC2=0:
IF FIIEFIG1 NE 8209 AND ((ISC3 GE 10) AND (ISC3 NE 40))
THEN ATTRITC2=1;
THE NEXT SECTION OPERATIONALLY DEFINES A 'NEGATIVE' AITEITICN
AS CPPCSEE TO A 'STANDARD" ATTRITION. (SEE ABOVE.);
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IF FI1IFIG1=3203 THEN AIT?I'IC3 = 0:
IF FIIEEIG1 NE 32J9 ANE ((ISC3 Li 60) Ofi {I3C3 GE 90})
IF^FIIFFIGI NE^6209 AND ((ISC3 GE 6 0) AND (ISC3 LE 89))
1HEN £1151103=1;
* THE NEXT TWO LINES OPERATIONALLY DEFINE 'ACHIEVED E-4',
IN JCIJI CONSIDERATION OF TEE DMDC FILE AND THE NKRC FILE.;
IF ( fEAYGEAEE GE 4) Aid (HYPAYGBD 3E 4)) THEN ACHVDE4=1;
IF [{PiYGBAEE LT 4} OS (HYPAYGBD IT 4)) THEN ACH7DE4=0;
*THE NEXT THREE LINES OPERATIONALLY DEFINE 'HATED' VERSUS
'NON-FATED'. TO BE FATED, A CASE HAD TO BE NOT MISSING NOB
BLANK AT EXIT (MDCBATE), HAD TO HAVE ACCESSED AND STILL
BEEN A KEMEEE OF THE NAVY, ANE HAD TO HAVE ACHIEVED E-4
ON BOTH TEE DMDC AN! NHEC FILES.:
IF ( (EMECRAIE NE •




AND (EMECRAIE NE « ') AND (SEEVACCS EQ 2) ANi
ADE GE 4) AND (HYPAYGBD GE 4) ) J THEN
IF HBT1DEND-1Q THEN EEPENDTS=0; ELSE DEPENDTS=1;
* RECCDING






















































































































































































































IF (RCPGSCRT=« 1500' AND EXA MRATE= ' 1 50 ' AND DMDCBATE- • EM'
)
THEN ENIFYGRP=1:
IF (RCPGSCR1=« 1500' AND EXA MRATE= ' 1 50 0' AND DMDCRATE NE 'EM')
THEN ENTIYGFP=2:






IF (RCPGECBT=< 1 3 00 ' AtfD EXA MEATE NE '1500' AND DMDCEAIZ NE 'EM')
THEN ENIEYGEP=4;
If (ECPGSCET NE M500' AND EXAMEAIE = f 1 500 ' AND D MDCEAI E=« EM ' )
IHEN ENIfYGEP=5;
If (ECPGSCET NE '1500' AND EXA MRAI3= ' 1 50 • AND DMDCEAIE NE 'EM')
THEN ENIfYG£P=6




HSDG =HIGH-SCHOOL GSADUATEM) V. OTHEE(0
'.SZIEPENETS=SINGLE, NO DEPENDENTS (0), 0IHEEWI5E (1)
CHYEC =CCNVEETED NUMEEE Of YEAE5 Of EDUCATION




NUAIIEII=NKEC fILE— A1IRITICN CODES
NUNCTEC =NHEC— NOT RECOMMENDED fOE HE-ENLISTMENT
ILIGEf UP=ELIGI3LE TO EE-ENLIST
ATTEIIC2=DMDC-BASSD STANDARD AITSITION MEASURE
ATTEITC3=DMDC-BASED NEGATIVE AITEIIION MEASURE
£AYGEADE=DMDC-BASED HIGHEST PAY-GRADE ATTAINED
ACHVEI4 =DMDC & NHRC CCNCOEDANI E-4 ACHIEVED
EATED =kCCZSSZL & MCST BECENTLY NAVY— MADE E-4
SASVAEGI=SIANDAEDIZSD SCORE - GZliZZAL INfOEMATIDN
SASVAEAD=SIANDARDIZEE SCORE - ATTENTION TO DETAIL
SASVAEWK=SIANDARriZED SCORE - WORD KNOWLEDGE
SASVAEAE=STANDAEEIZEE SCOEE - AEITHMETIC REASONING
SASVAE£f=SlANDAEEIZEI SCOEE - SPACE PERCEPTION
SASVAEMK=SIANDAEDIZED SCOEE - MATH KNOWLEDGE
SASVAEEI=SIANDARDIZED SCOEE - ELECTEONIC INTO
SASVAENC=STANDARDIZEI SCOEE - NUMERICAL OPEEATIONS
SASVAEMC=STANDAEDIZEI SCORE - MECH COMPREHENSION
SASVAEGS=STANDARDIZEI SCORE - GENERAL SCIENCE
SASVAESI=STANDARDIZED SCORE - SHOP INfOEMATION
SASVA£AI=SIANDARDIZEI SCORE - AUTO INfORMATION
ENTRYGEP=£NIBY GEOUP CLASSI f ICATIONS
IORMNIHS=LCS IN MONTHS (NUMERIC) ;
If DMICEATE='EM' OR EEEIABE V= ' EM « Ofi RCPGSCET = ' 1 5 00
Cfi EXAMfiATE=M500' :
* THIS SCREEN SELECTS CNLY THE 'RM 1 RATING.;
If NUHYEAY=PAYGEADE THEN PAYMATCH=1; ZLSZ PAYMATCH=0'
* TC SEE If THE NHfC AND EMDC FILES AGREE ON HIGHEST
PAYGEADE REACHED. ;
IABZL
PAYHATCH= (1J NHRC & EMDC HYPAY MATCH, (0) NO MATCH;
ISOC IEEC;
TA3IES ENTEYGEP IOEMNTHS RATED PAYGRADE ACHVDE4 AITRIIC2
ATTEITC3 ETHNIC SEX PEIORSRV TOTCVLCN
ELIGREUP HSDG DEPENDTS TERMENLT AfQTGRPS RACE
ENTRYAGE ENIBPAYG INGTHSRV NUHYPAY NUSCHCDE SCREEN
IOTPROMO IOTLDEMC TOTLAWOL TOTDESRT TCTMLTCN
DMDCRATE EXAMRATE BCPGSCRT PAYMATCH:





FREQUENCY AND UNIVARIATE PROGRAM
//SIEE2 JOB (31 15-01C3) , 'GAGNEB' ,CLASS=3
//*MAIN CBG=NPGVM1.3 115P
// E XEC S A S//SAS.WOEK DD SP ACE= (CY1, ( 1 , 1 0) )//FI1EIN DD DISP=(OLI / KEEP) , DS N =MSS . S3 1 1 5. BMD ATA//SYSIN ED *
CPII^S NOCENIEB LS = 80 EEROES=0;
EATA;SEI FILEIN. EMDATA;
THIS ERCGBAM EUNS FEIQUENCIF.S , UNIVARIATES, AND DOSS
SELECTEE CSSE DUMPS BOB USE IN GAINING FAMILIARITY wIIE
THE £ATA EASE. IT CAN BE EDITED AND RERUN Al ANY
DURING TEE ANALYSIS BRCCESS;
*THIS PCBTICN REQUESTS FREQUENCIES;
EEOC ZEEC.:
TABLES ENIEYGRP ISC3 SEX GRCUP
RECENL5I EEUP EIIGREUP CHYEC HSDG ENTEPAYJ
NUHYtAY PBIORSEV DMDCBATE EXAMRAIE RCPGSCRT
IERMZNLT AFQTGBPS DEEENDIS ATTRITC2
IAFMS1 SCREEN ACHVDE4 ENTRYAGE
MNIHSDEP flFQTfCNT CHARSBV1 RATED
E1GEEUP1 E1GBEUP2 NOTRCMD
E1ACK OTHER:
TITLE SCME FEEQS FROM DATA EASE AFTEE MAJOR SCEZENINGS;
THIS PCZIICN ASKS FCB UNIVARIATE INFORMATION;
EROC UNIVARIATE EATA=MERGED:
VAR ENTEYAGE ENTBPAYG DEPENDIS CHYEC SCREEN ACHVDE4 NUKIPAY
ELIGEEUP TAEMS1 SASVAEAB SASVABAD SASVABAI SASVABEI
SASVAEGI SASWABGS SASVABMK SASVABMC
SASVAENO SASVABSI SASVABS? SASVABWK AFQ1PCNT;
EEOC ZBE£ EATA = MERGEL;
TABLES ENTEYGEP SEX BACE HSDG NOTBCMD ISC3 GROUP;
*THIS ECBTICN PROVIDES CASEDUMES ON TEN CASES FOR
VARIEALES EZQUESIED;
LATA :SE1 E 1L2IN. B MDMA; IF (( N GZ 3) AND { N LE 12));




ENTEYAC-E AGE SEX HYEC
AFQTECNT SASVABAD— SASVABWK
AFQTGBPS MENTLGRP SCBEEN
TEEMENLI LNGTHSEV EN1EPAYG NEAYSE2
NDAYSE3 NEAYSE4 RCPGSCRT
ERESRATE PRRTABRV EXAMRATE EXBTABBV DMDCBATE EMDCNEC
EILEEIG1 TAEMS1 SEPBT3YR
SEPRT3MT SEPRT3DY ISC3 CHARSRV3 ELGREUP3 ELGREUP1;







(3 1 15, 1 C3) , ' GAGNEE' ,CL AS S=3
~115P
//SIEf3 JCE { .//MAIN CEG=NPGVM1.3
// EXEC S A c//SAS.WCBK ED S? ACE= (CYL, ( 1 , 1 0) )//FIIEIN DD DISP=(OLE.KEEP) ,DSN=MSS.S31 15.RMDATA
//FIIECUI ED DISP= (NE&,CATLG, DELETE) ,UNII=3330V, MSVGP=P0B4Z,
// E£N=MS£. 531 15. RMSCREEN//SYSIN ED *
CPTICNS NOCENTER LS=6C ERRORS=0;
EATA;SEI EIEEIN . EMDAIA;
THIS PROGRAM CONTAINS ALL THE RELEVANT
INFORMATION REGARDING SCREENS AND/OR VARIABLES
CREA1ED IN IHE SM AND RM DATA SETS
IOR USE IN ANALYSIS PCR THESIS;
TO SCREEN CUT MISSING LATA;
KEEP - *
IF (TAFMS1 GE 72) THEN KEEP=9;
IF KEEE NE 9;
TO SCREEN OUT CUTLYERS IN TAFMS1 DATA;
IF TAEKS1 IE 72;
TO KEEP IN
OUT OE TEE










TO SCREEN OUT DISCHARGES
NOT CONSIDERED NEGATIVES
PREGNANCY, M EDICAL , DEATH,
TO SCREEN OUT ALL EXCEPT
OBLIGATED NAVY PERSONNEL:
FOR REASONS WHICH ARE
SUCH AS HARDSHIP, RETIREMENT,
AND OFFICER PROGRAM ENTRY.
4 YB ACDU
THEN KEEE = 9:
50) AND (ISC3 LE 52) THEN KEE?=9
) THEN KEEP=9:




1F( (ISC3 G )
IF|'(I£C3 GE 30) AND JISC3

















TO RECOEE RACE AS
ELACK AND CTHEfi;
A DUMMY VARIABLE BY CREATING VARIELES
IF RACE =2 THEN ELACK =1; ELSE BLACK = 0;
IF RACE =3 THEN CTHER =1; ELSE OTHER = 0;

















(FILEFIG1 NS 32 5) AND
SEPABATL=MIY(SEPB
Y H1B , ENTEYDAY , E NTH YYE } ;
0,82) ;




























< (TEEMSERV GE 2155
CCN1RACT=' CCtf?L_


















) ) AND TZRMENLT=4)
1) ) AND IERMENLI=4)
)) AND TERMENIT=6)












TEEN REENLIST='DID NOT RE-ENLIST*;
ANE (DOLE1YR NE ENTRYYR)
LE'IEi: , )) REENLI5T='BE-ENLISTED' ;
!CIE1YR=ENTEYYR THEN EEUP=0:


















EATL =SEPAEATION I ATE—LOSS FILE—
SEEV=NUMBER OF DAYS IN SERVICE
RACT=SEEVICE CONTRACT CCMPIETED OR BROKEN
LIS1=DIB THE CASE RE-E^11S1;
AB
SAS CALENDAR
PEOGEAM ALSO SCREENED OUT ALL FEW






RANDCM SAMPLE SPLIT PEOGEAM
//SIEP4A JCE (3 1 15 , 1C3) , • G AGNER* / CLASS=E//MAIN CEG=NPGVM1.3115P
// EXEC SAS//SAS.WCEK DD SP ACE= (CYL, ( 1 , 1 0) )//FIIEIN DD DISP=(OLE,KEEP),DSN = MSS.S31 15. RMSCREEN
//FIIZCU1 DD DI5P= (Oil, KEEP) ,UNIT=3330V,aSVGP=P rJ3UZ
// ESN=«SS.S3 1 1 5. SPIITS//SYSIN ED *
CPTICNS NOCENTEE LS=8C EEEORS=0;
*THIS EECGEAM SPLITS LATA INTO TWO RANDOM SAMPLES
EY GF.CUP;
LATA KHHAIE;SET FILEIN. CCEE ECT : TF GSOUP=1:
IF UNIFCEM (17951) <=.5 THEN SPlI!T1=1; ELSE S?LIT1=0
IF UNIFCEM (17953) < = -5 THEN SPIIT2=1; ELSE S?LII2 =
IF UNIFCEM (17955}<=. 5 THEN SPLIT3=1; ELSE SPLIT3 =
LATA ELMALE;SZT FIL EIN. CORE ECT :IF GEO'JP = 2:
IF UNIFCEM (1795 1) <=. 5 THEN SPLIT 1= 1 ; ELSE SPLIT1=0
IF UNIFCEM (17953) < = -5 THEN SPIIT2=1; ELSE S?LII2 =
IF UNIFCEM (17955[<=. 5 THEN SPLIT3=1; EISE SPLIT3 =
LATA aHFKLE;SET FILEIN. COEE ECT : IF GEOU?=3:
IF UNIFCEM (17951) < = -5 THEN SPLIT 1=1; ELSE SPLIT1=0
IF UNIFCEM 17953) < = . 5 THEN SPIIT2=1; ELSE S?LII2=0
IF UNIFCEM (17955[<=-£ THEN SPIIT3=1; ELSE SPLIT3=0
DATA 2IF£LE;SEI FILEIN. CORE ECT :IF JEOU?=4:
IF UNIFCEM (17951) <=. 6 THEN SPLIT 1=1; ELSE S?LIT1 =
IF UNIFCEM (17953) < = . 5 THEN SPLIT2=1; ELSE SPLII2=Q
if UNIFCEM J17955) <=. 5 THEN SPLIT3=1; ELSE S?LIT3=0.
EATA FILECUI.RMSCREENjSET WHMALE BLMALE WHFMLE 3LFMLE






ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROGRAM
//SIEP4E JOE (31 15,0 1C3) ,»3MG' ,CLASS=B
y/*:lAIN CRG=NPGVM1. 3115P
// EXEC SAS//SAS.fcCEK ED SP ACE= (CYL, ( 1 , 1 0) )//FIIEIN DD DISP=(OLD,KEEP) , DSN=MSS. S31 1 5,
//SYSIN DD *
OPTIONS NOCENTER LS=8C ERRORS=0;
RMSCREEN
THIS PROGRAM DOES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
ON RANDOM SAMPLES CEEAIED IN 4A
TO ENSURE 1HAT THEY ARE STATISTICALLY EQUAL;
DATA HHJ3A1E;SET











SPLIT 1 SPLIT 2 SPLIT3PROC GLM EAIA=WHMALE; CLASSES
MODEL ACHVDE4 TAFMS1 ELIGREUP
SASVAEGI— SASVSBHK AFC.TPCNT DEPENDTS ENTRPAYG ENIRYAGE
HSDG=SELII1 SPLIT2 SPIIT3 : M ANCVA H=SPLIT1 SPLIT2 SBL113
TITLE WHITE MALE RANDOM SPLITS:
PROC MEANS DATA=WHMALE;VAR ACHVDE4 TAFMS 1 ELIGREUP
SASVAEGI— SSSVABWK AFC.1PCNT DEPENDTS ENTRPAYG ENIRYAGE
HSDG lEEtENIT;
PROC GLM EAIA=WHJMLE; CLASSES SELIT1 SPLII2 SPLIT3;
MODEL ACHVDE4 TAFMS 1 ELIGREUP
SASVAEGI— SASVS3WK AFC.IPCNT DEPENDTS ENTRPAYG ENTSYAGE
HSDG=SPLIT1 SPLI12 SPIIT3; M ANO VA ti=SPLII1 SPLIT2 SPLI13
TITLE WHITE FMLE RANECM SPLITS;
PROC MEANS DATA=WHFM1E:VAR ACHVDE4 TAFMS 1 ELIGREUP
SASVAEGI— SASVABWK AFC.TPCNT DEPENDTS ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE
HSDG TERMENLT;
PROC GLM EAIA=BLMALE; CLASSES SPLIT1 SPLIT2 SPLIT3;
MODEL ACHVEE4 TAFMS 1 ELIGREUP
SASVAEGI— SASVSBWK AFC.IPCNT DEPENDTS ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE
HSDG=SELIT1 SPLIT2 SPIIT3 ; M ANCVA H=S?LIT1 SPLIT2 SPLII3
TITLE ELACK MALE RANDOM SPLITS;
PROC 25EANS £ATA=ELMALI- VAR ACHVDE4 TAFMS 1 ELIGREUP
SASVAEGI— SASVABWK AEQTPCNT DEPENDTS ENIRPAYG ENTRYAGE
HSDG TERMENII;
PROC GLM DATA=BLIMLE; CLASSES SPLIT1 SPLIT2 SPLIT3;
MODEI ACHVDE4 TAFMS1 ELIGREUP
SASVAEGI— SASVSBWK AFCTPCNT DEPENDTS ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE
HSDG=SPLIT1 SPLIT2 SPIIT3; M ANO VA H=SPLIT1 SPLIT2 SPLIT3
TITLE EIACK FMLE RANICM SPLITS;
PROC MEANS CATA=ELFMLE: VAR ACHVDE4 TAFMS1 ELIGREUP
SASVAEGI— SASVABWK AFCTPCNT DEPENDTS ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE
HSDG TERMENIT;
FOR SM FILE THIS PROGRAM WAS
ELACK MALE GROUPS;
£




EEOGEAa TO CBZAIE GROUPS IN VALID8 AND DEBI78
//STEPS JOE (31 15 4 01 C31 £ , GAGNES , # CLASS = £//MAIM CRG=NPGVin.3115P
// EXEC SA q//SAS.WGFK ED SP ACE= (CYL, ( 1 . 1 0) )//FI1EIN DD DISP={OII, KEEP) ,DSN=21SS.S31 15- SPLITS
//FILECU1 DL DISP= (NEK, CATL-G, DELETE) , UNIT = 333 0V, IIS VGE=P UB4Z,
// ESN=£S3.S31 15. £0II//SYSIN ED *
CPTICSS NCCENTEE LS = 8C £BBOES=0;
THIS PBCGRAtf CREATES GEOUP S WITHIN DERIVATION AND
VALUATION FILES;
DATA SHMDEfi;SET EILEIN. BliSC BEEN; If GEOUP=1 ;IF SPLII2=1;
LATA EIEEEEjSET EILEIK. EMSC KEEN; IF GBOUP=2;IF SPLIT3=1;
LATA WHFLEE;SET FILEIN. EHSC EEEN ; IF GEOUP = 3;IF S?LII2=1;
EATA ELEDEBjSST FILEIN. BMSC EZEN ; IF GB0U?=4;IF SPLII3=1;
LATA WHMVALjSET FILEIN. BMSC EEEN ; IF GKOU?=1;IF SPLII2=0;
EATA EIMVAXjSET EILEIN. RMSC BEEN; IF GEOUP=2;IF S?LIT3=0;
EATA KHFVAL;SET FILEIN. BMSC BEEN ; IF GBOUP=3;IF SPLIT2=0;
LATA EIFVAL;SET FILEIN. RMSC BEEN; IF GBOUP=4;IF S?LIT3=0;
EATA EILEOUT.DEEIV8; SET WHMDEfi BLMDER WHFDEB ELFDEE;
DATA EIIECUI.VALID8; SET HHMVAL BLMVAL kHFVAL BLFVAL;
*FOE SM EILE ONLY WHALER , BL MDEB . WHUVAL, AND BLrtVAL WEEE
CEEA1EE REEEE WHITE=GE0UP1 ELACK=GROUP2 AND SPLIT 1=1 FOE





y/SIEP6 JCB (3 1 1 5, 1 C2), • GA GNEE' , CLASS=C
//*MAIN CRG=N?GVM1.3 1 15P
// £X£C SA C
//SAS-WCEK DD SP ACE = (CYL, (1 0, 1 0) Jy/FIIEIN DC DISP=(01I,KEEP) ,DSN=MS5.S31 15. GOLD
y/SYSIN ID *
CPTICNS NOCENTEE LS=80 EEROES=0;
I AT A *
SET FIIEIN.DERIV8;
THESE ARE A SAMPLE CE SOME REGRESSIONS RUN
CURING IBIS STEP. DETAILS ARE PROVIDED
IN CHAPIEB 5 REGARDING COMBINATIONS OF
VARIAEIES AND ALTERNATE DEFINITIONS OF
THE VAEIAELE SUCCESS;
*TO EECOEE SEX AS A LUMMY VAEIAELE BY CREATING
VARIAEIES MALE AND TEMALE FOR USE WITH RM FIIE ONLY
II SIX = 1 THEN MALE = 1; EISE MALE = 0;
*TO RE-DEFINE THE VAEIABLE SUCCESS1;
if i [1.
THEN Si
(TAEMS1 GE 45) ANI (ACHVDE4=1) AND {ELIGR EUP= 1) )
UCCESS1 =1;
ELSE SUCCESS1 = 0;
IA3EI




* FOI1CWING ARE SOME EEGRESSICNS USING DIFFERENT
COMEINAIICNS;
BLOCK REGRESSIONS USING SUCCESS1 AS CRITERIA;
* REG All VARIABLES E2CEPT SCREEN;
PROC BEG:
MODE1 SUCCESS1 = AFQTPCNI ENTEPAYG ENTRYAGE HSDG
SASVAEAE SASVABAI SASVABAR SASVABEI SASVABGI SASVAEGS
SASVAEMC SASVABMK SASVA3N0 SASVABSI SASVABSP SASVABWK
CEPENEIS MALE BLACK CTHER;
TITLE 'BLCCK REGRESSICN USING ALL VARXSCR';
PROC EEG:
MODEL SUCCESS1 = AFC.IPCNI ENTEPAYG ENTRYAGE HSDG
SASVAEAD SASVABAI SASVABAR SASVABEI SASVABGI SASVAEGS
SASVAEMC SASVABMK SASVABNO SASVABSI SASVABSP SASVAcWK
EEPENETS;
EY GECUP;
TITLE 'EIOCK REGRESSICN USING ALL VARXSCR BY GROUP';
*REG SITE AIL VAEIAE1ES EXCEPT SCREEN AND AFQT';
PROC EEG:
MODEL SUCCESS1 = ENTEPAYG ENTRYAGE HSDG BLACK OTHER
SASVAEAD SASVABAI SASVABAR SASVABEI SASVABGI SASVAEGS
SASVAEMC SASVABMK SASVABNO SASVABSI SASVABSP SASVAEWK
CEPENCTS MALE;




MODEI SUCCES51 = AFQIFCNI ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE HSDG
SAS7AEAD SASVABAI SASVA3AF. SASVABEI 5ASVABGI SASVABGS
SASVAEMC SASVA3MK SASVASNC SASVABSI SASVABSP SASVABWK
IEPENLIS;
EY GRCUP:
TITLE 'BLOCK REGRESSION USING ALL VAEXSCR AND AEQIFCNI
STEPWISE EEGBESSICN5 USING SUCCESS1 AS CRITERION;





PROC c IEIWI q E*




TITLE 'REGRESSION USING ALL
IROC SIEIWISE:
MODEI SUCCESS1 = AFQIFCNT DEPENDTS ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE
KSDG SASVAEAD SASVABAI SASVABAF SASVABEI SASVABGI
SASVAEGS SASVABMC SASV'ABMK SASVA3N0 SASVABSI
SASVAESP SASVABWK;
EY GRCUP:
TITLE 'REGRESSION USIl^G ALL VARIABLES EXCEPT SCREEN
EY GRCUP':











































= ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE HSDG BLACK OTHER
BAT SASVA3AR SASVABEI SASVABGI
BMC SASVABMK SASVABNO SASVABSI
BWK DEPENDTS MALE:
ION USING ALL VARIABLES EXCEPT SCREEN
= DEPENDTS ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE HSDG
BAI SASVABAR SASVABEI SASVABGI
BMC SASVABMK SASVAENO SASVABSI
BWK;





CR0SS-VA1IEATI0N USING ALL PREDICTORS
7/STEE7V1 JCB (3 1 1 5, C 1 G3) t « GAGNER' ,C1ASS=C//*MAIN CEG=NPGVM1.3115P
// EXEC SA C//SAS.aCEK ID SP ACE= (CYL, ( 1 , 1 0) )//FIIEIN DD DISP=(OLD,KEEP) ,DSN = MSS.S31 15.GOLD
//SYSIN ID *
CPTICKS OOCENTER LS = 8C ERRORS=0;
LATA EERIV8;
SET FIIEIN. DERIV8;
*TO EECODE SEX AS A DUMMY VARIAEIE BY CREATING
VARIEAIES KALE AND FEMALE;
IE SIX = 1 THEN MALE = 1: EISE HALE = 0;

















IAEMS1 GE 45) ANE (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGR EUP= 1) )
SUCCESS = 1
;
C UCCES S — *













ED; SET DEEIV8; IF
ED; SET DEEIV8; IF
ED; SET DERIV8; IF
ED; SET DERIV8; IF






SEX AS A DUMMY VARIAEIE BY CREATING
MALE AND FEMALE;
IHEN MALE = 1: EISE MALE = 0:





























ANE (ACHVDE4=1) AND ( EL IGE EUP= 1 ) )
GRCUP=1) OR (GRCUP = 2) Cfi (GROUP=3) OR (GRCUP = 4) )
SS = MEEIS ALL CEITERIA
UENCY CN SUCCESS;
RHMAIEV; SET VALID8; IF
WHrELEV; SEI VA1ID8; IF
EIMA1EV; SET VAIIE3; IF
E1FMIEV; SEI VAIID8; IF
PEE£ EAIA=DERIV8;










fEEC EATA = VALID8;
S SUCCESS;
VAIIDATION SAMPIE;





(1) , OTHER (0)
* FOIICWING ARE SOME EEGRESSICNS USING DIFFERENT
CCMEINATICNS:




























CEE CUT=B01PREE TYPE=OLS SCOEE=B0 1 DATA=VALID8
; VAE AFQIPCNT ENTRPAYG EHTRYAGE HSDG SLACK CTREE
SASVABAI SASVA3AE SASVABEI SA37ASGI SASVAEGS



























IATA=B01PREE; VAE SUCCESS SUCCHAT1:
SS-VALILATICN CORRELATICN FOR THE VARIABLE
SIMPLE rATA=IZRIV8 OUTEST=302 ; 5UCCHAT2:
CESS = AFQIPCNT ENTRPAYG ENIRYAGE hSEG
SASVABAI SASVAEAR SASVABEI SASVABGI SASVAEGS
SASVABMK SASVA3N0 SASVABSI SASVABSP
IEPENDTS;






















EROC SCORE CUT=BG12PEED TY?E=CLS SCORE=GRO UPD 1







S AS VAE NO
SASVABGI
SASVABSI
EROC CCRE EATA=BG12PEEL; VAR SUCCESS 5UCCHAT2;
TITLE CRC3S-VALIDATICN CORRELATION FOR THE
VARIAELE SUCCESS*
TITLE2 WHITE MALE DERIVATION, WHITE MALE VALIDATION
EROC SCCEE CUT=BG22P£ZD TYPE=OLS SCORE=GRO UPD2
LAIA=G£CCPV2 PREDICT: VAR
AFQIPCM ENTRPAYG ENIRYAGE HSDG
SASVAEAD SASVABAI SASVABAR SASVABEI SASVABGI
SASVAEGS SASVABMC SASVABMK SASVABNO SASVABSI
SASVAESP SASVABWK DEEENDTS;
EROC CORE DATA=BG22PE£D: VAR SUCCESS SUCCHAT2;
TITLE CECSS-VALICATICt* CORREIAIICN FOR THE
VARIAELE SUCCESS:
TITLE2 WHITE FMLE DERIVATION, WHITE FMLE VALIDATION
EROC SCCEE CUT=BG32P£ED TYP£=CIS SCORE=GROUPD3
IATA=GEO0EV3 PREDICT: VAR
AFQTPCM ENTRPAYG ENTEYAGE HSDG
SASVAEAD SASVABAI SASVABAR SASVABEI SASVABGI




EEOC COii£ EATA=EG52PE2D:VAR SUCCESS SUCCKAT2;
1ITLI CRCSS-VALIDAIICN CORRELATION FOR THE
VARIAEIE SUCCESS*
IITLE2 EIACK MALE DERIVATION, ELACK HALE VALIDATION
£EOC SCORE CUT=BG42PRED TYPE=OIS SCORE=GRO UPD4
EATA=GECCRV4 PREDICT: VAR
AFQIECM ENTRPAYG ENIEYAGE HSDG
SASVAEAD SASVABAI SASVABAR SASVABEI SASVABGI
SAVAEGSs SASVABMC SASVABMK SASVABNO SASVAESI
SASVAESP SASVABWK DEIINDTS;
JROC CORR EATA=BG4 2PRED;VAR SUCCESS SUCCHAT2;
TITLE CRCSS-VALIDATICN CORRELATION EOR THE
VARIAEIE SUCCESS;








GAGNEE',C;.ASS = C//STEE8 JOE (3115,0105).'//MAIM CRG=NPG7M1 . 3 115P
JJ E1EQ SAS//SAS. WORK LD SPACE = (CYL, (1 0- 10) )





IE SEX=1 TEEN MALE=1 ; ELSE MALE=0;
TO DEFINE THE VARIAELE SUCCESS;
IE ((TAFMS1 GE 45) ANI (ACHVDE4=1)
THEN SUCCESS = 1
;
ELSE SUCCESS = ;
IE MGRCGP=1) OE (GRCCP = 2) CR (GROUP=3)
CR (GfCUE=Uj):
IABEI





LATA KH MAIZE; SET DEEIV8
EATA RHfMLEE; SET DEEIV8
EATA ELMALED; SET DEZIV8








IF SEX=1 TEEN MALE=1; ELSE MALE=0;
TO DEFINE THE VAfilAEIE SUCCESS;
IE ((TAEMS1 GS 4 5) ANE (ACH?DE4=1) AND ( ELIGR EUP= 1) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = 0*
IF { <GECCE=1) Ob'(GECUP = 2) CR (GROUP=3)
CR }G£0UP=4));
IA3EI
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CRITERIA { 1) , OTHER (0);
EATA HHMAIZV; SET VAIID8
EATA KHJKIEV; SET VAIID8
EATA ELMALEV; SET VAIIE8
EATA ELFMLEV: SET VALID8












EATA EERI78; SET DERI78;
EATA VALID8; SET VALIE8;
PROC S1EIDISC STEPWISE SIMPIE;
CLASS SUCCESS;
VAR AICIECNI ENTRPAiG ENTRYAGE HSDG BLACK OTHER
105

SASVAEAD SASVABAI SASVA3AE SASVABZI SASVABGI 5ASVAEGS
SASVAEMC SASVABMK SASVABNO SASVABSI SASVABSP SASVAEWK
DEPZKDIS MATE;
TITLE STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS ON ALL VARIABLES;
IIILE2 CVEE ALL CASES IN DEEIV8;
LATA WHMAIED; SET DEEIV8; IE GBOUP=1;
DATA SHilAIEV; SET VAIIB8; IE GEOUP=1;
PROC STEPDISC STEPWISE SIMPLE;
CLASS SUCCESS*
VAR AEQIFCNI 'ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE DEPENDTS HSDG
SASVAEAD SASVABAI 3ASVABAR SASVABEI SA3VABGI 5ASVAEGS
SASVAEMC SASVABMK SASVABNO SASVABSI SASVABSP SASVAEWK;
EY GECUP;
TITLE STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS ON ALL VARIABLES;
TITLE1 WITHIN EACH GfCUP;
DATA WEfMLED; SET DEEIV8; IE GEOUP=2;
LATA KEFMLEV; SET VA1ID8; IE GBOUP=2;
PROC STEPDISC STEPWISE SIMPLE;
CLASS SUCCESS*
VAR AIQIFCNI 'ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE DEPENDIS HSDG
SASVAEAD SASVABAI SASVABAR SASVABEI SASVABGI SASVABGS
SASVAEHC SASVABMK SASVABNO SASVABSI SASVABSP SASVABWK;
EY GRCUP;
TITLE STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS ON ALL VARIAELES;
TITLE2 WITHIN EACH GECUP;
DATA ELMALED; SET DE5IV8; IE GEOUP=3;
EATA EIMALEV; SET 1AI1L&; IE GEOUP=3;
PROC STEPDISC STEPWISE SIMP1E:
CLASS SUCCESS*
VAR AEQTPCNT 'ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE DEPENDTS HSDG
SASVAEAD SASVABAI S/-$VA3AR SASVABEI SASVABGI SASVAEGS
SASVAEMC SASVABMK S'PSVABNO SASVA3SI SASVABSP SASVABWK;
EY GECUP;
TITLE SIEFWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS ON ALL VARIABLES;
TITLE3 WITHIN EACH GFCUP;
EATA ELIULED; SET DERIV8; IE GEOUP=4;
EATA ELltLLZV: SET VA1JD8; IE GF0UP=4;
PROC STEPDISC STEPWISE 5IMPIE;
CLASS SUCCESS'
VAR AEQIPCKI 'ENTRPAYG ENTRYAGE DEPENDTS HSDG
SASVAEAD SASVABAI SASVABAR SASVABEI SASVABGI SASY ABGS
SASVAEMC SASVABMK SASVA3N0 SASVABSI SASVABSP SASVABWK;
EY GRCUP;
TITLE STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS ON ALL VARIABLES;
IITLE4 WITHIN EACH GECUP;






CEOSS-VALIDAIION USING VARIABLES DERIVED FROM STEP 7
//STEF9 JCE {31 15.01 CjI^'GAGNER' ,CLASS=B//HAIN CRG =N?GV;n.3 115*
// EXEC SAS//SAS.WCRK ED SP ACE= (CYL, ( 1 0, 1 0)}//FIIEIN DD DISP=(OLI, KEEP) ,DSN=MSS.S31 15. GOLD
//SYS IN ED *




IF SEX=1 THEN MAIE=1; EiSE EAII = 0;
TO DEFINE THE VASIAIIE SUCCESS;
IF ({TAFMS1 GH 4 5) AND (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGR ZUP= 1 ) )
THEN SUCCISS = 1
;
ELSE c UCCE c:c = 0*
IF {(GRCUf=1) GR'(GRCUF=2) OR (GRC rJ?=3) CR (GEOUP = 4));
IABEI
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CRITERIA (1), OTHER (0);
FREQUENCY CN SUCCESS;




IF 5EX=1 TEEN MALE=1: ELSE MALE=0;
TO DEEINE I HE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
IF ((TAFMS1 GE 4 5) AND (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGR EUP= 1)
)
THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE c UCCE cc; = 0'
IF ( (GECUF=1) OR*{GRCUP=2) CR (GRCUP=3) OR (GROUP = 4;j;
IABEI
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CFITEBIA ( 1) , OTHER {0);
FREQUENCY CN SUCCESS;







FOIIOWING ARE SOME EEGRESSICNS USING
DIFFERENT CCMBIN ATIO JiS ;
BLOCK REGRESSIONS USING SUCCESS AS CRITERIA;
PROC REG SIMPLE CATA=IERIV8 CUTEST=B0 1 ; SUCCHAT1
:
MODEI SUCCESS = ENTRPAYG HSDG ELACK
SASVAESI
KALE *
TITLE 'BIOCK REGRESSICN SIX VARIABLES FM DERIVATION REG';





EROC CORfi DATA=B01PRE£; VAR SUCCESS SUCCHAT1;




PPOC hr.3 SIMPLE CAT A = r*HMALE C COTE5T = B 02 ; SUCC'd AT2
MODEL SUCCESS = ENIEPAYG HS EG
SA3VAEAI SAEVABSI*




LATA GECUPV1;SET VAL1E8;IE GRCUP=1;




EROC CCRE EATA=BG12PEED: VAR SUCCESS SUCCHAT2;
TITLE CECSS-VALIDATICN CORRELATION FOR THE
VARIAEIE SUCCESS*







//STEP10* JOB {3115, C1C3) , PEEROP ' ,CLASS=B//MAIM CBG=NPGVM1.3115P
// EXEC SAS//SAS.KCEK ED SPACE= (CY1, (1 0,10) )//FILEIN DD DISP=(OLE, KEEP) ,DSN = MSS.S31 15. GOLD
//SYS IN ED *
CPTICNS NOCENTEE LS = SC ERRORS=0;
*THIS ERCGEAM GETS HI1BAIE INEC USING VARS
FROM RESULTS OF STEP 7 CROSS-VALIDATION
WHICE SEBE ALSO USEE IN STEP 9, AND IT ALSO




IF SEX=1 THEN HALE-1; ELSE MAIE=0;
*TO DEFINE THE VABIAEIE SUCCESS;
IF ((1AFHS1 GE 45) ANE (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGEEUP= 1) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
;
ELSE SUCCESS = ;
IA3EI
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CRITERIA (1), OTHER (0);
DATA SHMDEEiSZT FILEIN . DERI 78 : IF GROUP=1;
*TO LEEINE THE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
IF ({IAFMS1 GE 45) ANE (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGREUP= 1) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = 0;
IABEI




IF SEX=1 THEN MA1E= 1 : ELSE MAIZ=0;
*TO EIEINE IHE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
IF {(TAEMS1 GE 45) ANE (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGR EU?= 1 ) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = 0;
IABEI
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CRITERIA (1), OTHER (0);
EATA fcHMVAI:SEI EILEIfc. VALIL8 ; IF GROUP=1;
*TO EEEINE THE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
IF ((IAFMS1 GE 45) ANE (ACHVDE4=1) AND ( ELIGR EUP= 1 ) )THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = 0;
IABEI




IROC IREC EATA = KHMDEE;
TABLES SUCCESS;





HIT LI V MIL ATI ON SAMP IE;
FRGC EEEC. EAIA=WEMVAI;
TABLES SUCCESS;
IROC EISCRIM DATA=DEEIV8 OUT=FAEMS SIMPLE ?001=YES;
CLASS SUCCESS*
VAE EHTBP4IG HSDG ZIACK SASVABSI MALE ;
PRICES FFOFCRTIONAL'
TITLE DERIVATION RESUITS OVEfiAIL;
FROC BISCEIM DATA=PAExv.S TES IEAI A =VALID8 ;
TESTCIASS SUCCESS:
TITLE VALIDATION RESUITS OVERALL;
FROC EISCRIM DATA=HHMDER OUT=PARMS SIMPLE ?OCL='fES;
CLASS SUCCE C S'
VAE ENIEFMG HSDG SASVABAI SASVABSI;
FRIOFS FFOFCRTIONAL:
TITLE DEEIVATION RESCITS WHITES;
FROC EISCEIM DATA=PAB£S TESTIAI A= WHMV AL;
TESTCIASS SUCCESS;
TITLE VAIIEATION EESUITS WHITES;
/*
//
//STEF10E JCB (3115.0103) , • FRFROP
•
, CL ASS=B
//*MAIN CRG=NPGVM1. 3 1145
// EXEC SAS//SAS.WCRK DD SP ACE= (CYL, { 1 , 1 0) )//EILEIN ED DI5P=(OLI,XEZ?) ,DSN=MSS.S31 15. GOLD
//SYSIN ID *
CPTICNS NOCENTEE LS=60 ERRORS=0:
THIS FRCGRAM GETS HI1 RATE INEO USING VAES
FECM EESUITS OF STEF 7 CEOSS- VALIDATION
WHICH WERE ALSO USEE IN STEP S, AND IT ALSO
USES FCCL=IEST AND PEICES PROP;
EATA EER1V8:
SET EIIEIN.DERIV8:
*TO DEEINE THE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
*TO RECCDE SEX;
IE 5EX=1 THEN MALZ=1; ELSE MALE=0;
II ((TAEMS1 GE 45) ANE (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGR EUP= 1) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
;
ELSE SUCCESS = 0;
LABEL
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CRITERIA ( 1) , OTHER [Q) ;
DATA WHMEEE;SET EI1EIK. DERI V8 ; IE GROUP=1;
*TO EEEINE THE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
II ((IAEMS1 G2 45) ANE (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGREUP= 1) )THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = 0;
IABE1




IE SEX=1 THEN MALE=1; ELSE «ALE=0;
*TO EEEINE THE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
IE ((TAEMS1 GE 45) ANE (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGR EUP= 1 ) )THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = ;
IABEI
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CRITERIA ( 1) , OTHER (0);
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LATA RHMVAI:SET FILEIS . VALI DS ; IP GR0U?=1;
*T0 DEEIKE I HE VAEIAZIE SUCCESS;
If ((IAFMS1 GE 45) ANI (ACHVDZ4=1) AND (ELIGfi EUP= 1 ) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
;
ELSE SUCCESS = ;
IA3EL
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CEITEEIA (1), OTHER (0);
FBOC IBEC £ATA=DEBIV8;
TABLES SUCC2SS GEO UP ;
TITLE DEEIVATION SAMPIE;
FROC IEEC IATA = WHMDEE;
TABLES SUCCESS:
TITLE DERIVATION SAMPIE WHITES;
FROC IEEC IAIA = VALID8;
TABLES SUCCESS GROUP;
TITLE VALIDATION SAMPIE;
FROC EEE£ EATA = WHMVAI;
TABLES SUCCESS'
IIILZ"*VALIEATl6N SAMPLE WHITES;
FROC EISCEIM DATA=DEEIV8 OUI=FAEMS SIMPLE POOL=TEST
CLASS SUCCESS*
VAE~ ENIEFAY3 RSl>G EIACK SASVA3SI MALE j
PEIOES PEOPCETIONAL:
TITLE DEEIVATION RESUITS CVEEAIL;
EBOC EISCEIM DATA=PA£?.S TES IDAIA = VALID3 ;
TESTCIASS SUCCESS-
TITLE VALIDATION RESUITS OVERALL;
PEOC DISCRIS DATA=WHMIEfi OUI=FARMS SIMPLE POOL=TEST
CLASS SUCCE C S*
vae~ ENTEFAYG HSDG SASVABAI SASVABSI ;
PRIORS PEOPCETIONAL:
TITLE DEEIVATION RESUITS WHITES:
PROC IISCBIM DATABASES TES I£AIA=WHMV AL;
TESTCIASS SUCCESS:
TITLE VALIDATION RESUITS WHITES;
//STEP10C JC3 (3115.0103) , « NCFEOP
»
, CLASS=B//MAIN CRG =N?GVM1.3 115P
// E'XEC S A c//SAS.WCEK DD SP ACE= (CYL, { 1 , 1 0)
)
//FIIEIN DD DISP={OLI,KEEP) , DSN=MS5 . S3 1 1 5. GOLD//SYSIN ID *
CPTICNS NOCENTER LS=8C ERRORS=0;
THIS PECGEAM GETS HIT RATE INZO USING VAES
EROM EESUITS OF STEP 7 CROSS-VALIDATION
WHICH WERE ALSO USED IN STEP 9, AND USES POOL=YES
EUT NCT PRICES PROP;
LATA IERIV8;
SET FIIEIN. DEEIV8:
IF SEX=1 THEN MAIE=1; ELSE MALE=0;TO DEFINE THE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
IF ((TAFMS1 GE 45) ANI (ACHVDE4=1) AND (EL IGREUP= 1) )THEN SUCCESS = 1 ;




SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CRITERIA (1), OTHER (0; ;
LATA WHMEEfi:SET FILEIK.DEEI V8; IF GROUP=1;
TO DEFINE THE YARIAE1E SUCCESS;
IF ((TAFMS1 GE 45) AKI (ACHVDE4=1) AND ( ELIGR EUP= 1 ) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
;
ELSE SUCCESS = 0;
IABEI
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CRITERIA (1), OTHER (0);
*TO REFINE THE VSRIAEIE SUCCESS;
IF { (TAFMS1 GE 45) ANT (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGR EUP= 1) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = ;
LABEL




IF SEX=1 THEN MALE=1* ELSE MALE=0;
*TO DEFINE THE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
IF ((TAFMS1 GE 4 5) AN! (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGR EUP= 1) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = 0;
IABEI
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CRITERIA { 1) , OTHER (0) ;
LATA SEMVA1;SET FILEI K . 7ALID8 : IF GF.OUP=1;
*IO LEIllsE THE VAfilAELE SUCCESS;
IF ((TAFMS1 GE 4 5) AND (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGR EUP= 1) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
;
ELSE SUCCESS = ;
IA3EL












TITLE~VAIIDATi6n SAMPIE WHITE MALES;
PROC EISCRIM DATA=DEEIV8 OUT=PARMS SIMPLE POOL=YES:
CLASS SUCCESS*
VAR~ ENTRPAYG" HSDG EIACK SASVABSI MALE;
TITLE DERIVATION RESUITS OVERALL;
PROC EISCRIM DATA=PAfi£S TES TEAIA=VALID8
;
TESICIASS SUCCESS;
TITLE VA1IEATION RESUITS OVERALL;
PROC DISCRI* DATA=WHMEEfi OUI=PARMS SIMPLE POOL=YES;
CLASS SUCCESS;
VAR ENTEPAYG HSDG SASVABAI SASVABSI;
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TITLE DERIVATION BESCITS WHITE MALES:
EEOC DISCRIM DATA=PAR£S IES IIAIA=WHMV Al;
TESICIA qc SUCCESS*
TITLE VAIIDATI ON "JESUITS WHITE HALES;





//SAS-WCEK DD SP ACE= (CYL, ( 1 0, 1 0) )//FILEIN DD DISP=(OLI, KEEP) ,DS N=MSS . S3 1 1 5. GOLD
//SYSIN DD *
CPTICKS NGCENTER LS=8C ERRO£S=0;
*THIS FRCGEAM GETS HI1 EATE INFO USING VAES
FROM EESUIIS OF STEP 7 CROSS-VALIDATION
WHICH WERE ALSO OSED IN STEP 9, AND USES POOL=TEST




IF SE2=1 IHEN MALE=1: ELSE 21ALE=0;
*TO DEFINE IHE VARIAIIS SUCCESS;
IF ((TAFMS1 GE 4 5) AND (ACHVDE4=1) AND {ELIGR EUP= 1) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
;
ELSE SUCCESS = 0;
IABEI
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CEIIEEIA (1), OTHER (0);
DATA SHADES :SET FILEIN. DERIV8; IF
*TO DEFINE IHE VAEIAEIE SUCCESS;
GEOUP=1;
IF {(IAFMS1 GE 45) AND (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGREUP= 1) )
IHEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = ;
IABEI




IF SE2=1 TEEN MALE=1: ELSE MALE=Q;
*TO DEFINE IHE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
IF ((IAFMS1 GE Us) AND <ACHVDE4=1) AND ( ELIGR EUP= 1) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = ;
IA3EI
SUCCESS = MEETS ALL CFITERIA { 1) , OTHER (0);
DATA WHMVA1:SET FILEIN. VALI D8 ; IF GROUP=1;
*IO DEFINE IHE VARIAEIE SUCCESS;
IF ({IAFMS1 GE 45) AND (ACHVDE4=1) AND (ELIGREUP= 1) )
THEN SUCCESS = 1
ELSE SUCCESS = ;
IABEI












PROC IBZC EATA = J7HMVAL;
IA3LZS SUCCZSS;HUE VALIDATION SAMPIZ WHITES
EROC EISCEIM DATA=DZBIV3 OUI=EABMS SIHPLE POOL=TZST;
CLASS SUCCE C S*
VAfi ZNTEPAYG HSDG EIACK SASVA3SI MALE;
TITLE DERIVATION BESCITS OVESAIL;
PBOC LISCBlh DATA=PABPS IES TEAT A=VALID3
;
TESTCIASS SUCCESS;








C EISCRIK DATA=WHM£ER OUT=PARMS SIMPLE POOI=TEST
SS SUCCESS;
R ENTBPAYG HSDG SASVABAI SASVA3SI;
LZ DERIVATION RZSUUS SHITES:
C EISCBIM DATA=PARiv.S IESTEAIA= WHUVAL;
TCIASS SUCCESS;
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